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ABSTRACT

Gaseous flows inside and outside galaxies are key to understanding galaxy evolution, as they regulate their star formation activity
and chemical enrichment across cosmic time. We study the interstellar medium (ISM) kinematics of a sample of 330 galaxies with
C iii] or He ii emission using far-ultraviolet (far-UV) ISM absorption lines detected in the ultra deep spectra of the VANDELS survey.
These galaxies span a broad range of stellar masses from 108 to 1011 M�, and star formation rates (SFRs) from 1 to 500 M� yr−1 in
the redshift range between 2 and 5. We find that the bulk ISM velocity along the line of sight (vIS) is globally in outflow, with a vIS of
−60 ± 10 km s−1 for low-ionisation gas traced by Si ii λ1260 Å, C ii λ1334 Å, Si ii λ1526 Å, and Al ii λ1670 Å absorption lines, and a
vIS of −160±30 and −170±30 km s−1 for higher ionisation gas traced respectively by Al iii λλ1854-1862 Å and Si iv λλ1393-1402 Å.
Interestingly, we notice that BPASS models are able to better reproduce the stellar continuum around the Si iv doublet than other stellar
population templates. For individual galaxies, 34% of the sample has a positive ISM velocity shift, almost double the fraction reported
at lower redshifts. We additionally derive a maximum outflow velocity vmax for the average population, which is of the order of ∼−500
and ∼−600 km s−1 for the lower and higher ionisation lines, respectively. Comparing vIS to the host galaxies properties, we find no
significant correlations with stellar mass M? or SFR, and only a marginally significant dependence (at ∼2σ) on morphology-related
parameters, with slightly higher velocities found in galaxies of smaller size (probed by the equivalent radius r50

T ), higher concentration
(CT ), and higher SFR surface density ΣSFR. From the spectral stacks, vmax shows a similarly weak dependence on physical properties
(at '2σ). Moreover, we do not find evidence of enhanced outflow velocities in visually identified mergers compared to isolated
galaxies. From a physical point of view, the outflow properties are consistent with accelerating momentum-driven winds, with densities
decreasing towards the outskirts. Our moderately lower ISM velocities compared to those found in similar studies at lower redshifts
suggest that inflows and internal turbulence might play an increased role at z > 2 and weaken the outflow signatures. Finally, we
estimate mass-outflow rates Ṁout that are comparable to the SFRs of the galaxies (hence a mass-loading factor η of the order of unity),
and an average escape velocity of 625 km s−1, suggesting that most of the ISM will remain bound to the galaxy halo.

Key words. galaxies: evolution – galaxies: star formation – galaxies: high-redshift – galaxies: ISM –
galaxies: kinematics and dynamics

1. Introduction

Galactic inflows and outflows are the main actors of the baryon
cycle inside and outside galaxies, playing a fundamental role in
the regulation of galaxy evolution across cosmic time. These
phenomena of gas flows of the interstellar and circumgalac-
tic medium (ISM and CGM, respectively) are thought to be
essential for explaining the discrepancy at low and high masses
between the observed shape of the galaxy luminosity func-
tion and the predicted mass function of dark matter haloes

(Madau et al. 1996; Behroozi et al. 2013). In addition, they are
fundamental ingredients in the explanation of other impor-
tant scaling relations, including the mass–metallicity relation
(MZR, Mannucci et al. 2009; Davé et al. 2011; Calabrò et al.
2017; Fontanot et al. 2021) and the star formation rate (SFR)–
stellar mass (M?) relation (e.g., Lilly et al. 2013; Tacchella et al.
2016; Rodríguez-Puebla et al. 2016).

At lower stellar masses (M? . 2 × 1010 M�), the shape
of the luminosity function can be reproduced by considering
outflows driven by supernova explosions, stellar winds from
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OB and Wolf-Rayet stars, UV radiation pressure, and cos-
mic rays (Chevalier 1977; Veilleux et al. 2005; Murray et al.
2005; Hopkins et al. 2014; Fontanot et al. 2017). The energy and
momentum transferred to the ISM is able to expel part of the
gas outside of their shallow potential wells with typical veloci-
ties of a few hundred kilometres per second (Chevalier & Clegg
1985; Shapley et al. 2003), thus removing the fuel for further star
formation.

When we move to higher halo masses, the above processes
are typically not sufficient for the bulk of the gas to reach
the velocities needed to escape from the galaxy potential well.
In these cases, the energetic feedback from an active galactic
nucleus (AGN) is thought to be the main factor responsible for
the low efficiency in the conversion of baryons into stars (see
the review by Harrison 2017). In this regime, AGN feedback
can deposit energy in the surrounding ISM and lead to the ejec-
tion of large-scale, high-velocity, and massive winds (Fabian
2012; Harrison et al. 2012; Concas et al. 2022), finally interrupt-
ing the star-formation activity in the host galaxy and the growth
of the central supermassive black hole (De Lucia et al. 2006;
Croton et al. 2006; Cattaneo et al. 2009; Kormendy & Ho 2013;
Förster Schreiber et al. 2019).

In addition to the above-mentioned outflows, gaseous
material should also be moving inwards, providing the fuel
for star formation and for the build up of disc galaxies
(Dekel & Birnboim 2006; Dekel et al. 2009; Silk & Mamon
2012). These inflows can originate from the condensation of
metal-enriched gas that was deposited in a hot corona around
galaxies by stellar and AGN winds from previous star-formation
episodes. In this case, the infall of gas is part of a circular pro-
cess that is called the galactic fountain, a phenomenon that is
able to sustain the star formation activity of a galaxy for a long
time (Marasco et al. 2012; Fraternali 2017). Numerical simula-
tions also predict the infall of more metal-poor and cold gas
from the cosmic web over a dynamical timescale that depends
on both redshift and host halo mass. At redshifts ≤2, this cold
flow of accretion towards the galactic disc is efficient only for
lower mass halos (.6 × 1011 M�). For more massive halos, the
intracluster medium (ICM) is shock heated at their virial radii
to temperatures of 106–107 K during gravitational collapse, pre-
venting cold gas from penetrating (Dekel & Birnboim 2006). At
higher redshifts, cold and dense gaseous flows can reach galaxies
without strong shocks, leading the cold mode accretion to domi-
nate galaxy growth at these epochs (Katz et al. 2003; Kereš et al.
2005; Ocvirk et al. 2008; Brooks et al. 2009). Promising obser-
vational evidence has been found in recent years of cold gas
accretion through filamentary structures feeding galaxies in mas-
sive halos (e.g., Cantalupo et al. 2014; Hennawi et al. 2015;
Daddi et al. 2021). Overall, galaxies tend to evolve towards a
nearly stationary state, where inflow and outflow rates balance
their SFR and determine the level of metallicity at fixed stellar
mass (Bouché et al. 2010; Schaye et al. 2010; Davé et al. 2012;
Lilly et al. 2013; Dekel et al. 2013; Bothwell et al. 2013).

In addition to smooth and continuous gas flows from the cos-
mic web or from the galactic reservoirs, interactions and mergers
are able to convey large quantities of gas towards the galaxy cen-
tre in a relatively short time (100 Myr–1 Gyr, depending on the
impact parameter, mass ratio, and orientation), triggering intense
star-formation episodes, extreme cases of which are called star-
bursts (Rodighiero et al. 2011; Calabrò et al. 2017, 2018). Even
though mergers are less important in the growth of galaxies than
direct cosmological accretion by about an order of magnitude
(L’Huillier et al. 2012; Combes et al. 2013), their contribution to

the mass growth rises at earlier cosmic times proportionally to
(1 + z)γ, with γ = 2.2–2.5 (Dayal & Ferrara 2018).

Gas flows are detected in galaxies through absorption and
emission lines across all ranges of the electromagnetic spectrum,
with their typical signatures being a broad wing (often asymmet-
ric) on top of a narrow absorption or emission line component,
or an ISM absorption profile whose peak is displaced by several
hundreds of kilometres per second compared to emission lines
tracing the bulk of the stellar emission. Optical and UV spec-
troscopic surveys have so far detected and characterised ISM
velocities in systems ranging from normal star forming galax-
ies to more extreme starburst and infrared-luminous galaxies in
the local Universe (e.g., Chisholm et al. 2015; Heckman et al.
2015), at 1 < z < 2 (Erb et al. 2012; Rubin et al. 2014), and
at z ≥ 2 (Pettini et al. 2002; Steidel et al. 2010). All these
works agree on the fact that ISM outflows are ubiquitous in
absorption at any cosmic epoch and detected in multiple gas
phases, with average outflow velocities ranging from ∼100 to
∼200 km s−1 (see also Veilleux et al. 2020 for a review). More-
over, evidence of gas inflows from redshifted absorption lines
have also been reported in the literature for galaxies at redshift
∼1 (e.g., Bouché et al. 2016; Zabl et al. 2019).

Despite this widespread evidence, we wonder what are
the effect of these outflows and inflows on the host galaxy
properties. Several studies have tried to correlate the out-
flow properties to other galaxy parameters, obtaining con-
trasting results. Some correlations were found between the
outflow velocity and SFR-related parameters (Heckman et al.
2015; Heckman & Borthakur 2016; Cazzoli et al. 2016) or
the stellar mass (Rubin et al. 2014). In a recent study,
(Roberts-Borsani et al. 2020) conducted an IFU spectral analy-
sis of ∼400 massive (M? > 1010 M�) local star-forming galaxies,
finding a correlation between the ISM velocity vIS and ΣSFR in
the central regions. Chisholm et al. (2017) suggest an important
effect also from mergers. On the other hand, Steidel et al. (2010)
and Talia et al. (2012) do not find any correlation with M?, SFR,
or ΣSFR at redshifts 1.9 < z < 2.6 and ∼2, respectively.

It is not yet clear whether the above results depend on an
evolution in redshift of these relations or are primarily driven by
the mass and SFR ranges probed in each study, with faster and
more efficient outflows found when considering extreme star-
bursting and dusty systems. On the opposite side, as gas out-
flows are clearly predicted by theory as a consequence of stel-
lar feedback, one hypothesis is that we should go to less mas-
sive galaxies (M? < 1010 M�) to find a significant effect on
galaxy properties, given that it is easier for the gas to escape the
weaker gravitational attraction in that regime. This effect might
be stronger as we go to higher redshifts than those analysed sta-
tistically in the aforementioned works. However, it is unclear
how the more efficient infall of gas in the early epoch of intense
galaxy build up can affect the global ISM kinematics.

To answer these questions, we exploit the VANDELS survey
(Pentericci et al. 2018; McLure et al. 2018; Garilli et al. 2021),
which in recent years has obtained ultradeep optical spectra for
hundreds of galaxies up to redshift '5 down to a magnitude of
HAB = 27. The survey has detected the stellar continuum with
a high average signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) (>7 for the majority
of them), and has measured the ISM absorption lines with pre-
cision (which are deeper compared to purely photospheric fea-
tures) even for individual galaxies. Thanks to the long integration
times, ranging from 20 to 80 h (depending on the magnitude),
VANDELS provides an excellent sample with which to probe
the ISM kinematic properties (using far-UV absorption lines) of
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normal star-forming galaxies up to redshift ∼5 and down to a
stellar mass of 108 M� statistically for the first time.

In Marchi et al. (2019), the VANDELS collaboration
focused on Lyα emitters from the Data Release 3, finding an
anti-correlation between the ISM velocity shift vIS and the Lyα
shift, explained as galaxies with higher velocity ISM outflows
producing channels for Lyα photons to escape as less affected
by scattering processes. This sheds light on how Lyα photons
are affected by the ISM in star-forming galaxies at redshift ∼3.
The goal of the present paper is instead to extend and gener-
alise those previous results, focussing on the ISM kinematics of
VANDELS galaxies using metal absorption lines in the far-UV
rest-frame. We analyse galaxies regardless of their Lyα emis-
sion. This yields a better and more representative characterisa-
tion of the population of normal star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 3.
Moreover, we investigate the presence and properties of outflows
and inflows both globally and for individual galaxies, extend-
ing the previous studies to lower stellar masses down to M? of
108 M� and to higher redshifts up to z ∼ 5. Lastly, we aim to
test the correlations of the vIS with the SFR, mass, and ΣSFR,
and also explore a broader parameter space that includes other
physical properties of galaxies, such as morphological parame-
ters. Moreover, following previous findings by Chisholm et al.
(2015), we also study the gas kinematics in merger and interact-
ing systems at these low masses at z > 2, comparing the results
to more isolated galaxies.

The paper is organised as follows. In Sect. 2, we describe the
VANDELS spectroscopic survey, the selection of C iii] and He ii
emitters, and the measurement of the ISM velocity shift from
far-UV absorption lines. We then present the derivation of stellar
masses, SFRs, and other parameters of the galaxies from multi-
wavelength broadband photometry. In the last part of the section,
we also identify merger systems and measure the galaxy sizes in
high-resolution HST images. In Sect. 3, we compare the ISM
velocity shifts to multiple physical properties of the host galax-
ies, both with a spectral stacking approach and on an individual
basis. In Sect. 4, we finally discuss the global physical picture
describing gas outflows and inflows in star-forming galaxies at
redshift ∼3 and compare the results to previous studies on the
same topic. In our analysis, we adopt a Chabrier (2003) initial
mass function (IMF) and, unless stated otherwise, we assume a
cosmology with H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7.
We also assume a solar metallicity Z� = 0.0142 (Asplund et al.
2009).

2. Methodology

In this section, we describe the VANDELS spectroscopic survey
and the identification of a sample of C iii] and He ii emitters, for
which it is possible to determine the systemic redshift zsys of the
galaxies. We then analyse the ISM absorption lines in the far-
UV regime, and show the derivation of the ISM velocity shift,
with which we can probe the relative motions of the gas, both
in inflow and outflow. We also present the SED-fitting proce-
dure used to derive the main physical properties, such as stellar
mass M? and SFR, from the broadband photometry. Finally, we
identify merger systems and measure the physical sizes of our
galaxies, from which we calculate the SFR surface density.

2.1. The VANDELS spectroscopic survey

We consider spectroscopic data coming from the VANDELS sur-
vey, which observed 2087 galaxies at redshifts 1 < z < 6.5 with
the VIMOS spectrograph at VLT in a period of time between

2015 and 2018. The survey covers two different fields in the
sky, namely the Ultra Deep Survey (UDS) and the Chandra
Deep Field South (CDFS) fields, totalling an area of ∼0.2 deg2.
We refer to McLure et al. (2018), Pentericci et al. (2018), and
Garilli et al. (2021) for the technical details regarding the design
of VANDELS, the preparation of the observations, data reduc-
tion, and spectroscopic redshift measurements, while we sum-
marise the main features here.

The spectra obtained with VIMOS cover the optical wave-
length range from ∼4900 Å to ∼9800 Å, and have a resolution
R ' 600, corresponding to a FWHMres ' 2.7 Å at 1600 Å rest-
frame. Thanks to the long integration times, ranging from 20 to
80 h per object (depending on its i-band magnitude), most of the
spectra have a well-detected stellar continuum, with a S/N per
resolution element of higher than 7 for at least 80% of the sample
(Garilli et al. 2021). The VANDELS team measured the spectro-
scopic redshift for all the targeted sources with a semi-automatic
procedure: the EZ software package (Garilli et al. 2010) was
used for a first estimation, while in a second step an independent
visual check was made by different team members to confirm
the redshift and assign a spectroscopic quality flag in order to
keep track of its reliability (for more details see Pentericci et al.
2018). Spectra with flags 3, 4, and 9 have the most robust red-
shift determinations, with >95% probability of being correct, as
based on the clear detection of emission and/or absorption lines.

2.2. Line measurements

In order to detect ISM motions relative to the bulk of the stel-
lar population inside a galaxy, we need an accurate estimation
of both the systemic redshift and the ISM absorption line cen-
troids. This is done in our work by fitting the observed far-
UV absorption line profiles with Gaussian functions using the
Python version of the MPFIT routine (Markwardt 2009). This
tool allows the user to estimate all the Guassian parameters of
the lines, including central wavelength λcen, total flux fline, and
RMS width σline (in Å), with their corresponding uncertainties,
while the goodness of the fit is kept under control through the
reduced χ2 (χ2

red) of the fit.
In all cases, the continuum is parametrised as a straight line

and is fitted together with the emission or absorption lines, con-
sidering blueward and redward wavelength windows of ±80 Å.
We also impose a lower and upper limit on the line width σline
in order to avoid unphysical results where a very broad or nar-
row line is simply fitting the noise. For the emission lines, we set
them to 2 and 10 Å respectively, corresponding approximately to
80 and 400 km s−1 depending on redshift. We increase the σline

upper limit to 14 Å when fitting the absorption lines, because we
dig down to lower S/N for these lines. In all cases, we do not rely
on results where one of the two extreme values of σline is fitted,
for which MPFIT also yields a zero uncertainty on the estimated
parameter.

For the detected lines, we also estimate their equivalent
width (EW) assuming the same linear shape of the underlying
continuum. We convert the line widths in velocity space as σvel
[km s−1] = σline/λcen × c, with c the velocity of light. Alterna-
tively, we also use the observed FWHM throughout the paper,
calculated as FWHM [km s−1] = σvel × 2.355.

2.3. Systemic redshift estimations for C iii] and He ii line
emitters

Given the wavelength coverage of VANDELS spectra, we use
the C iii] line as a tracer of the systemic redshift, which is
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available up to a redshift of ∼4. As the C iii] is a doublet, with
vacuum wavelengths of λλ1906.68 and 1908.73 Å, we try first to
fit the emission line with a double Guassian, fixing the distance
between the two peaks and allowing the ratio to vary between
1 and 1.6 (Osterbrock & Ferland 2006). In practice, given that
the lines are unresolved at our resolution, a single Gaussian
assuming a central rest-frame wavelength C iii] = (λ1 + λ2)/2 =

1907.705 Å already provides a good fit with less parameters for
the majority of galaxies.

Indeed, a double Gaussian fit returns a meaningful line ratio
only for some cases where the S/N of the C iii] is high (typ-
ically &7), while the remaining times the code prefers a ratio
that is outside of the allowed range, hence returning one of the
two extreme values and null uncertainties on the fitted param-
eters. Comparing the two procedures for a subset with a good
double-Gaussian estimation, and running a set of Monte Carlo
simulations (described in Appendix A.1), we noticed that the
single-Gaussian fit tends to give centroids that are slightly
shifted compared to the other method by ∼−30 km s−1 in veloc-
ity space, regardless of the S/N of the line if above 3 (see
Appendix A.1). Therefore, we decided to apply a systematic
correction of +30 km s−1 when deriving the systemic redshift
through a single-Gaussian fit of C iii] (i.e. a correction of
−30 km s−1 to the velocity shifts when comparing to the systemic
frame). This might be due to the first, brighter component of the
C iii] doublet, which weighs more when fitting the emission pro-
file with a single Gaussian, slightly shifting the centroid to the
blue side.

When the C iii] is not detected or when it does not fall inside
the VIMOS wavelength coverage, we look for the He ii λ1640
emission with S/N ≥ 3, which can be considered as an alterna-
tive tracer of the systemic redshift (Saxena et al. 2020). The He ii
emission is always fitted with a single Gaussian. When both C iii]
and He ii lines are detected with S/N ≥ 3, we consider the red-
shift inferred from C iii], as the He ii line has typically a lower
S/N and a larger uncertainty in the estimated Gaussian parame-
ters. Comparing the ISM-shift values derived assuming the C iii]
and the He ii lines as systemic redshift indicators, respectively, we
find no evident systematic offsets for galaxies where both lines
are reliably detected with S/N ≥ 3 (see Appendix A.2), which
supports our choice of using He ii to infer zsys as an alternative to
C iii]. We also note that, owing to the maximum FWHM allowed
for the He ii in the fit ('1000 km s−1), we do not expect a signif-
icant contribution from Wolf-Rayet stars (Shirazi & Brinchmann
2012). We finally remark that the stellar photospheric absorption
lines, which would also probe the systemic redshift, are too faint
to be detected in individual objects.

Among our sample of star-forming galaxies at redshifts ≥2,
we detect the C iii] line with a S/N of larger than 3, and estimate
zsys from this line for 276 galaxies; for 6 of these we use the dou-
ble component Gaussian fit. For 73 galaxies, zsys is determined
from the He ii line only, among which 9 are at redshift >3.9, and
the remaining 64 are at lower redshift but with undetected C iii].
This procedure yields 349 C iii] or He ii line emitters in total, for
which it was possible to estimate their systemic redshift.

2.4. Identification and exclusion of AGNs

As our goal is to study the presence and effects of outflow activ-
ity induced by star formation, we have to identify and remove
the contribution from AGNs. AGN candidates are selected based
on multiple criteria. Briefly, AGNs were identified according to
their X-ray emission, radio emission, or UV-based emission line
diagnostic diagrams.

Fig. 1. Systemic redshift distribution of galaxies with C iii] or
He ii emission at S/N ≥ 3, selected in this work as described in the
text. The green vertical lines represent the median redshift of the sample
(continuous line) and the standard deviation of the distribution (dotted
lines).

In particular, X-ray AGNs are identified by cross-matching
the position of our VANDELS sources with the Chandra-based
X-ray catalogues of Luo et al. (2017) and Kocevski et al. (2018)
(in CDFS and UDS, respectively), imposing a matching radius
of 1.5′′. The AGN catalogues are complete above an X-ray
luminosity of ∼1042.5 (∼1043) erg s−1 in CDFS (UDS) up to
a redshift of ∼4, which is the limit for most of the galaxies
considered in this work. We also visually check the centroid of
the X-ray emission from Chandra superimposed on the high-
resolution HST-ACS i-band cutouts to exclude wrong identifica-
tions due to nearby optical systems. Radio AGNs are identified
using the radio source catalogues by Simpson et al. (2006) and
Miller et al. (2013).

Finally, UV AGNs are identified by first looking at the spec-
tra for strong C iv emission, with a similar approach to that
adopted by Saxena et al. (2020). For these C iv emitters, we
then identify potential AGNs by comparing the C iv/He ii ratio
to C iv/C iii], and exclude those sources that lie in the AGN
region of the diagram according to the photoionisation models
of Feltre et al. (2016; see their Fig. 5). Considering the average
S/N of our spectra, these are the only bright emission lines that
could be detected in individual galaxies and that are used to sep-
arate AGN-driven and star-formation-driven radiation.

From this procedure, we identify and exclude 19 AGN can-
didates, of which 17 have AGN-like emission line ratios, 8 are
detected in X-ray, and 1 in radio. An alternative diagnostic dia-
gram comparing the EW(C iv) to C iv/He ii ratio – which is
based on the modelling of Nakajima et al. (2018) and can dis-
tinguish between star-formation- and AGN-driven ionisation –
yields the same sample of AGN candidates. We note that more
details on the UV-based selection and a discussion of the full
VANDELS AGN sample, including those at redshifts lower
than 2 and X-ray- or radio-selected AGNs that do not emit C iii]
or He ii, will be presented in a forthcoming paper of our collab-
oration (Bongiorno et al., in prep.).

We are thus left with a final sample of 330 purely star-
forming galaxies with a reliable systemic redshift estimation
from C iii] or He ii. For this subset, 34 galaxies have zsys esti-
mated from He ii. The redshift distribution of the final sample is
shown in Fig. 1 and ranges from 2 to 4.6, with the bulk of the
population comprised between 2.2 and 3.8.
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Fig. 2. Stack of all star-forming galaxies selected for our analysis (AGNs excluded). The green diamonds represent the pseudocontinuum points
used for fitting the cubic spline to the stellar continuum. The red continuous line highlights the combined fit to the Si ii λ1260, Si ii λ1526,
C ii λ1334, and Al ii λ1670 absorption lines, while the grey shaded regions have been masked in the fit. The vertical lines highlight the features
used in the combined fit (in red), the absorption lines excluded from the combined fit but measured separately (in pink), and the emission lines
used for the systemic redshift estimation (in green).

2.5. Stacking analysis

Even though we can detect and measure ISM velocity shifts for
individual galaxies, we also perform spectral stacking to bet-
ter test the correlations among the different physical param-
eters. The advantages of stacking are manifold. Firstly, it
provides increased statistics as we also include in the stack
objects where some ISM absorption lines are undetected. Sec-
ondly, we significantly increase the S/N of the stellar contin-
uum, allowing to us check for the presence of faint, broad, or
asymmetric wings in the ISM absorption line profiles, which
could be indicative of additional outflows or inflows. Fur-
thermore, in the stacking, we can study all the absorption
lines in the rest-frame spectral range probed by VANDELS
simultaneously, while this is not possible for every individ-
ual galaxy, depending on the redshift of each. Finally, we also
reduce the uncertainty associated to the ISM shift measurement,
and visualise how it is related to the other galaxy properties
globally.

The first step of the stacking procedure is the conversion of
all our spectra to the rest frame using the systemic redshift esti-
mated in Sect. 2.3 from the C iii] or He ii emission lines. The
spectra are then normalised to the median flux in the range 1570–
1601 Å and resampled to a wavelength grid of 1 Å per pixel fol-
lowing the method of our previous works (e.g., Calabrò et al.
2022). Finally, the composite spectra are derived taking the
median flux in each pixel wavelength after applying a 3σ clip-
ping to remove outliers. The uncertainty on the stacked spectrum
was instead calculated with a bootstrapping resampling proce-
dure as in Calabrò et al. (2022).

We also tested another procedure by taking the weighted
average flux in each wavelength pixel to derive the composite
spectrum, where the weight is given by the S/N of the emission
line (either C iii] or He ii) that was used for the systemic redshift
estimation. This way, spectra with a more accurate estimation of
zsys contribute more to the final composite. However, we find that
this approach does not lead to significantly different results and
therefore we adopt in this paper the first procedure. This should
avoid the introduction of subtle systematic biases due to the dif-
ferent contribution of each type of galaxy to the final spectrum,
which would be difficult to quantify and control. A representa-
tive, high-S/N ('100) stacked spectrum of all star-forming C iii]
and He ii emitters selected in the previous section is presented in
Fig. 2.

Table 1. Absorption lines that we detected and fitted in this work, with
their rest-frame wavelengths used for the derivation of the ISM velocity
shifts.

Absorption line Central wavelength
(rest-frame vacuum) [Å]

Si iia λ 1260.422
O iSi ii λλ 1302.168–1304.370
C ii λ 1334.532
Si iv λλ 1393.755–1402.770
Si iib λ 1526.707
C iv λλ 1548.202–1550.774
Fe ii λ 1608.45083
Al ii λ 1670.7874
Al iii λλ 1854.716–1862.79

Notes. The low-ionisation absorption features that are fitted simultane-
ously in the combined fit are shown in red.

2.6. Probing the ISM kinematics with absorption lines

After calculating the systemic redshift, we proceed to study the
information on the ISM kinematics that can be inferred from
the far-UV absorption lines. Here we have more options, that
is, a larger number of transitions that we can use to assess
the ISM properties. The ISM absorption lines that we detect
in individual spectra in the wavelength range from 1000 to
2000 Å are presented in Table 1 and can also be visualised in
Fig. 2.

We note the presence of lower and higher ionisa-
tion lines. In the first category reside the Si ii λ1260 and
Si ii λ1526 Å absorption lines (dubbed Si iia and Si iib in
the rest of the paper), C ii λ1334, Al ii λ1670, Fe ii λ1608 Å,
and O iSi ii λλ1302-1304 Å (rest-frame vacuum wavelengths).
These low-ionisation lines (LIS) mostly trace the neutral and
low-ionisation gas in and around galaxies (Shapley et al. 2003).
With the exception of O iSi ii, all the lines are fitted with the
same procedure adopted for the emission lines, that is, with a sin-
gle Gaussian in absorption plus an underlying continuum mod-
elled with a straight line using windows of 80 Å blueward and
redward of the lines.

Given that these windows may overlap with other bright
emission or absorption features, when estimating the continuum,
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Fig. 3. Distribution of FWHM (in km s−1) for the sample selected in this work, for the following absorption lines detected with a S/N ≥ 2: Si iia,
O iSi ii, Si iib, C ii, Fe ii, Al ii, Si iv, and Al iii. The vertical lines highlight the median FWHM for each of the lines analysed.

we mask the spectral regions corresponding to bright emis-
sion lines such as Lyα, Nv, C iv λλ1548-1550, O iii λ1666,
C iii λλ1907-1909, and He ii λ1640, and the broad absorptions
due to O iSi ii λλ1302-1304 (when not fitting this line) and
C iv λλ1548-1550. This is more important for the spectral stacks
and for the Si ii λ1260 and Al ii λ1670 lines. The O iSi ii feature
is instead modelled as a double Gaussian, fixing the wavelength
separation among them. An alternative fitting with a single Gaus-
sian at the median wavelength provides a poorer fit in general,
although the results are not significantly affected.

In addition to the LIS, there are also absorption fea-
tures from higher ionisation species, namely the doublets
Si iv λλ1393-1402 and Al iii λλ1854-1862, where the latter is
in general fainter and detected for a lower number of systems,
and will therefore be studied systematically only in the com-
posite spectra. In spite of their ISM origin, they also have a
stellar wind component which usually manifests as a P-Cygni
profile due to the contribution of very young massive stars. The
two doublets were fitted with a double Gaussian, fixing the
relative wavelength separation and imposing the same veloc-
ity width for the two components, but leaving the ratio free to
vary between 1 and 1.6, which is the physically allowed range
given the electronic densities of local star-forming regions (e.g.,
Osterbrock & Ferland 2006).

In Fig. 3 we show the distribution of the FWHM for the
absorption lines introduced above. In general, Si ii λ1260 and
Fe ii λ1608 are the lines detected more frequently in our sam-
ple. Besides the fact that they are among the deepest absorption
features, the main reason for this is that they lie in a wavelength
range covered by VIMOS over almost all of our redshift range,
from z = 2 to 5.

Overall, the individual observed FWHM values range
between 200 and 1800 km s−1, while the medians are all within
the range of 550–700 km s−1. The distributions are rather simi-
lar, with a 1σ dispersion of 200–300 km s−1 around the median
values, depending on the line. In particular, Fe ii is the broadest
line, with a median FWHM of 680 km s−1. This might be due to
a significant absorption component of Fe ii at the systemic red-
shift, and to a contribution from secondary transitions redward
of the main Fe ii ion line at 1608.45 Å.

At this point we can calculate, for all the ISM lines seen
above, the ISM velocity shift (i.e. ISM-shift, or simply vIS),
defined as:

vIS, line =
zline − zsys

(1 + zsys)
× c, (1)

where c is the velocity of light, zline is the redshift of each line
derived from the best-fit Gaussian centroid, and zsys is the sys-
temic redshift. The uncertainty is derived from the error propa-
gation formula. In Fig. 4 we show the distribution of vIS for each
of the absorption lines introduced before. In general, the ISM-
shift ranges between −1000 km s−1 and 500 km s−1, meaning that
we can have signatures of both gas outflows (negative vIS) and
inflows (positive vIS), with a median value that is typically within
−200 and +50 km s−1, depending on the line considered.

We checked how the vIS and the FWHM of the lines are
related, and we find no correlation between these two quanti-
ties. Figure 5 shows an example for the Si ii λ1526 line, which is
available for more galaxies in our sample, even though a similar
result is also found for the other lines, and for the He ii and C iii]
in emission.

In Appendix A.3, we compare vIS inferred from multiple
absorption lines (see Figs. A.4–A.5). In particular, we find that
the Si iia, Si iib, C ii, and Al ii lines have similar properties in
terms of their FWHM and ISM-shift distributions, which are
well aligned along the 1:1 correlation with no evident systematic
offsets (Fig. A.5). On the other hand, the Fe ii line, in addition
to having a broader velocity width distribution, shows a positive
velocity offset by 100–150 km s−1 compared to the other lines
mentioned above, and its median is more consistent with the sys-
temic redshift. However, we caution against the use of the Fe ii
as a systemic redshift indicator for the parent galaxy population
because of the large dispersion in vIS,Fe ii for individual galaxies,
which also makes the derivation of a systematic correction some-
what uncertain. Although we find a median offset of +40 km s−1

in our sample, we find a significant number of systems with Fe ii
in outflow or inflow up to ±1000 km s−1 from the central value.

The higher ionisation lines, that is, Al iii and Si iv, tend to
have lower median velocity shifts compared to the low ionisa-
tion lines (by 50 and 110 km s−1, respectively), suggesting larger
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Fig. 4. Distribution of ISM shift for the same lines shown in Fig. 3. Symbols and colours are the same as in the previous plot. The two dotted lines
in addition to the dashed line of the median represent the standard deviation of vIS values. The number of galaxies contributing to each histogram
is written in the top of each panel.

Fig. 5. Scatter plot comparing the ISM velocity shift of Si ii λ1526 to
the FWHM of the same line (red diamonds). The black squares are the
median vIS,Si ii calculated in four bins of FWHM. In both cases, it is clear
that there is no correlation between the two quantities. A similar result
is also obtained for all the other absorption lines.

outflow velocities of the high-ionisation gas, which we discuss
further below. Remarkably, we also see that the Al iii and Si iv
absorption shifts (vIS,Al iii and vIS,Si iv) are instead tightly corre-
lated, with no systematic offsets with respect to the 1:1 line.
Finally, the O iSi ii absorption feature also tends to give higher
outflow velocities on average compared to the Si ii λ1526 line
by ∼100 km s−1. In this case, the difference might be related to
the complex shape and doublet nature of the absorption where

the contribution of the two elements in different ionisation states
may vary from case to case.

2.7. The combined fit of low-ionisation lines

The results shown in the previous section indicate that the Si iia,
Si iib, C ii, and Al ii share similar properties, and therefore in
principle they can be fitted together in order to give a unique,
combined, and more precise estimate of the low-ionisation and
neutral ISM velocity shift. In the combined measurement, we
first model the continuum by fitting a cubic spline to the pseu-
docontinuum ranges identified by Rix et al. (2004) as these rela-
tively free from strong absorption and emission lines, as already
done in Calabrò et al. (2021). To these, we add another win-
dow blueward of the Si ii λ1260 feature in the rest-frame range
1233.0–1237.0 Å in order to better fit the bluest absorption
feature in our spectrum. We then simultaneously fit a single
Gaussian to all the individual absorption lines (among the four
listed above) that have a S/N of at least 2, fixing the relative dis-
tance among them and their velocity width σ. An example of
this procedure is shown in Fig. 2 for the whole sample of star-
forming galaxies with a good estimate of zsys. We derived vIS,comb
using all four lines in 50 galaxies, using three lines in 127 galax-
ies, using two lines in 67 galaxies, and using one low-ionisation
line with S/N ≥ 2 in 55 galaxies. The output FWHM and ISM
velocity shift from the combined fit agree overall with the typical
values found when using the individual features separately and
when using the average or the median of the lines available.

To further check which lines should be considered in the
combined fit, we also run a combined measurement including
all possible far-UV absorption lines in the fit (both those in pink
and in red in Fig. 2), and then calculating the number of outliers
for which the combined ISM velocity shift differs from the indi-
vidual line estimation by more than 200 km s−1. The result of
this exercise is shown in Fig. A.3. Imposing an outlier thresh-
old of 10%, O iSi ii, Si iv, Fe ii, and Al iii are automatically
excluded, while the remaining lines (Si iia, Si iib, C ii, and Al ii)
have outlier fractions of less than 5%, confirming their similar
nature. Throughout this paper we therefore use and refer to the
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combined fit as a single, simultaneous fit to all the available low-
ionisation lines among the four listed above.

While for the spectral stacking we use the whole sample of
330 star-forming galaxies selected as C iii] or He ii emitters with
a good estimation of the systemic redshift, the ISM absorption
lines (and therefore a measurement of the ISM velocity shift)
are available for a smaller number of objects than the original
one. In particular, we have a combined fit measurement of the
low-ionisation absorption lines (vIS,comb) for 299 galaxies, while
the Si iv line (and therefore an estimate of vIS,Si iv) is available
for 166 objects. We use these two measurements in the results
section to study the low-ionisation and high-ionisation gas kine-
matics, respectively, as a function of other physical properties of
our sample. The exact number of galaxies for which a particular
ISM absorption line is detected with S/N ≥ 2 is instead indi-
cated above each histogram in Fig. 4. We also note that choos-
ing a higher S/N threshold for the inclusion of a low-ionisation
absorption line in the combined fit does not change the results.
Moreover, we should keep in mind that the combination of mul-
tiple features fitted at the same redshift significantly reduces the
possibility of spurious detections, meaning that we can be confi-
dent of the presence of the absorption lines even if we decrease
the S/N requirement on the single feature to 2.

2.8. The maximum ISM velocity

While the bulk velocity describes the global kinematic properties
of the ISM, in reality the gas component in a galaxy shows a
range of velocities, which can translate into narrower or broader
absorption line widths. In order to understand the final fate of the
gas, it is also useful to constrain the maximum velocity at which
the gas is flowing outwards, indicated as vmax.

This quantity can be derived following the methodol-
ogy of Zakamska & Greene (2014). In the most general, non-
parametric approach, it is based on the cumulative velocity dis-
tribution as F(v) =

∫ v
−∞

f (v′)dv′, where f (v) is the best-fit spec-
trum modelled around the absorption feature and translated into
velocity space. We then define vmax as the velocity (always
reported to the systemic redshift) at which 2% of the total flux
of the line accumulates, which analytically is the solution to the
equation F(v) = 0.02, if F(v) is normalised to the total flux. This
also corresponds to v02 which is typically used in the literature.

In this work, the lines are well described as single Gaussians,
in which case vmax is simply related to the line FWHM and can
be calculated as

vmax[km s−1] = 0.872 × FWHMline + vISM,line, (2)

where vISM,line is the velocity shift of the line centroid itself with
respect to zsys, and FWHMline is the intrinsic line width decon-
volved from the instrumental broadening. Furthermore, given
the spectral resolution of VANDELS, the absorption lines are
marginally resolved, and therefore we need a high S/N to accu-
rately measure the intrinsic FWHM. For this reason, we only
apply this analysis to the spectral stacks in Sect. 3.2.

2.9. Galaxies with positive ISM velocity shift

An important piece of evidence from the histograms presented in
Fig. 4 is that a small but significant number of sources, depend-
ing on the specific line considered, shows a positive ISM veloc-
ity shift, which is indicative of a global inflow. This result is
confirmed with the analysis of the combined fit, suggesting that
positive velocities are not due to noise or found only for specific

lines in the galaxies, but rather that all the low-ionisation lines
have consistent kinematics. In particular, we find that 34% of
our sample has vIS,comb ≥ 0. We analyse the physical properties
of this subset (e.g., M?, SFR, and morphology) below, and also
compare to the global population.

To check the robustness of this result, we selected only galax-
ies for which the low-ionisation absorption lines that contribute
to the combined fit have a S/N > 3 instead of 2. This way, we
find that the fraction of objects that still have vIS,comb ≥ 0 is 32%.
Even by increasing the detection threshold of the C iii] line used
for systemic redshift estimation to 5, we still get a fraction of
35%. For explicative purposes, Fig. 6 shows two examples at
redshifts ∼2.5 and 3.5 of galaxies where we detect positive low-
ionisation ISM velocities of significantly above zero.

2.10. Fitting the SiIV doublet

A single component Gaussian yields a good fit to the absorption
line profiles for most of the galaxies in our sample. However,
we notice that in some cases, the Si iv feature, which has among
the largest absorption equivalent widths and is therefore easier
to detect even in galaxies with a modest S/N continuum, shows a
residual absorption in the bluer part. This suggests that an addi-
tional blueshifted component should be added in the fit.

In order to identify these cases, we systematically fitted all
the spectra in the Si iv range with a double component, which
– as this line is already a doublet – translates into four Gaus-
sians in absorption fitted simultaneously. In this fit, we imposed
that the two Si iv Gaussians of the extra component have the
same velocity width, as in the two main Si iv absorptions. More-
over, we set a maximum FWHM for the new component to three
times the FWHM of the main one, and a maximum velocity dif-
ference between the two of 2000 km s−1 in order to avoid unre-
alistically broad absorption features. Finally, we compared the
reduced χ2 (χ2

red) values obtained through a single component
fit with those given by the new procedure. We then selected the
galaxies where the additional outflow component flux has a S/N
of at least 3, and, following Zakamska & Greene (2014), where
the double component fit decreases the χ2

red by ≥5% compared to
the previous approach. We obtain a total of 22 galaxies satisfying
all the above requirements and showing evidence of asymmetric
profiles of Si iv. The main Gaussian component, which might
be already shifted with respect to the systemic redshift, is closer
to the lower ionisation line velocity shift, while the second is
more blueshifted by on average 1000 km s−1. We also notice that
such an additional Gaussian component is always fainter than
the main Si iv absorption, with a typical flux ratio of 0.05.

The Si iv doublet has in general a complex shape because,
in addition to the ISM absorption, it can include P-cygni-like,
metallicity-dependent, stellar wind features produced by O-type
stars (Castor et al. 1975; Kaper et al. 1992). This P-cygni pro-
file, with a strongly blueshifted absorption component, becomes
stronger at older ages or at higher stellar metallicities (Drew
1989; Pauldrach et al. 1990). For this reason, the entire Si iv
observed profile, including the fainter blueshifted absorption
wing, is difficult to interpret. It may be an additional outflow
component, representing gaseous clouds with a higher bulk
velocity compared to the main, deeper absorption measured from
a single Gaussian fit. Alternatively, it can be related to stellar
physics.

In order to search for the correct hypothesis, we compare the
observed Si iv absorption feature with multiple stellar models,
including Starburst99 (S99, Leitherer et al. 2010), BPASS with
binary stars (Eldridge et al. 2017; Stanway & Eldridge 2018;
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ISM-shiftcomb  =  km/s210 ± 40

ISM-shiftcomb  =  km/s270 ± 60

Fig. 6. Figure shows the spectrum of two galaxies at redshifts 2.587 and 3.479 in the UDS and CDFS field (top and bottom panels, respectively)
with the combined fit of low-ionisation absorption lines (red), and for which we detect significant inflow signatures, with positive ISM velocity
shifts as indicated in each panel (i.e. the centroids of ISM absorption lines are redshifted compared to the C iii] centroid used for the systemic
redshift).

Xiao et al. 2018), and Beagle (Chevallard & Charlot 2016),
which is based on the latest version of Bruzual & Charlot (2003)
stellar population models. For this exercise, we take the spectral
stack of all star-forming galaxies selected in this work in order to
have the highest possible S/N around the Si iv feature and detect
even the finest stellar features.

The spectral comparison is shown in Fig. 7, where the best-
fit model is chosen using a χ2 minimisation approach and always
corresponds to the closest stellar metallicity Z? derived for star-
forming galaxies at similar redshifts in previous VANDELS
works (see Calabrò et al. 2021). The models also have a stel-
lar age of '100 Myr. We can see that S99 and BC03 models,
while nicely reproducing the shape of the stellar continuum on
the two sides of the Si iv feature, are mostly flat on top of the
ISM absorption feature and do not reproduce the additional Si iv
component. On the other hand, the BPASS model considered
in the last panel (with a metallicity log (Z?/Z�) = −0.85) can
almost perfectly reproduce the extra blueshifted absorption com-
ponent of Si iv, which is displaced by exactly the same amount
(namely ∼1000 km s−1) as the observed difference between the
main Si iv absorption peak and the best-fit centroid of the extra
component.

Furthermore, we find that the additional blueshifted Si iv
absorption is preferentially found in galaxies with higher stel-
lar masses and SFRs, but is also detected when stacking together
galaxies at lower M? and SFR, or all those that do not show
this extra component individually. This result indicates that we
are dealing with an intrinsic physical property of the Si iv line
arising from stellar winds of more evolved O-type stars, and pre-

dicted only by the BPASS models. The reason for this might be
related to a combination of the inclusion of binary stars and the
different modelling of the stellar evolution. The detection of this
feature for only a small subset of galaxies might also be related
to the different stellar ages of individual systems, where more
evolved galaxies might have a stronger Si iv P-Cygni feature,
according to BPASS models. However, it can be easily detected
when stacking together multiple systems, because we are both
increasing the S/N of the continuum and averaging among a wide
range of stellar ages.

In the following part of the paper, we refer to the Si iv line
as the component originating in the interstellar medium only.
Therefore, in the spectral stacks that we show in Sects. 3.1–3.2,
and for the 22 galaxies mentioned above where the extra
blueshifted component was significantly detected, we always
perform a four-Gaussian fit to decontaminate the absorption pro-
file from the contribution of the stellar wind, and measure peak
wavelength, total flux, and FWHM only for the ISM component.
Given the low equivalent width of this additional feature and the
displacement of ∼1000 km s−1 of its peak, it does not signifi-
cantly affect the properties of the main Si iv absorption when
the extra-component is not detected.

We also checked in the above subset for the simultaneous
presence of blueward asymmetric profiles in other lower ioni-
sation absorption lines. While for the Al ii feature it is difficult
to make this test due to the nearby emission of the O iii λ1666
line and Al iii has on average a much lower S/N in individual
galaxies, we do not find evidence of bluer or redder additional
components in the Si iia, Si iib, or C ii lines for our galaxies.
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BC03

S99

BPASS

Fig. 7. Spectral region around the ISM+stellar Si iv absorption dou-
blet. In all the panels, the blue line is the stacked spectrum of all star-
forming galaxies with C iii] or He ii emission selected in this work,
where the error bars at each pixel represent the 1σ error. The orange
line is the best-fit Gaussian made with MPFIT, assuming two Gaussian
components for each side of the doublet (i.e. four Gaussians in total),
as explained in the text. The red lines represent the best-fit models from
Starburst99 (S99), Beagle (i.e. BC03 models), and BPASS, from top to
bottom, respectively. The best-fit models have the closest stellar metal-
licity Z? to the median of our galaxies (Calabrò et al. 2021), that is,
log (Z?/Z�) = −0.7 for S99, −0.82 for BC03, and −0.85 for BPASS.
We reiterate the fact that the measured Z? using BPASS calibrations is
0.1 dex lower than S99.

This again suggests that the blue wing of the Si iv feature does
not represent an additional outflow component, which we would
otherwise detect also in the other lines, at least in the stacks.

2.11. Galaxy physical properties from SED fitting

For the entire sample of galaxies selected in the previous
section, we infer their fundamental physical properties, includ-
ing stellar mass (M?) and star-formation rate (SFR), from multi-
wavelength photometric catalogues available in the VANDELS

fields. In the central parts of CDFS and UDS, which is covered
by CANDELS (Grogin et al. 2011; Koekemoer et al. 2011), the
photometry is taken from Guo et al. (2013) and Galametz et al.
(2013), respectively, which reach HAB ∼ 25.5 and ∼26.7 magni-
tudes at ∼90% completeness. For the extended region outside
CANDELS, our collaboration produced new photometric cat-
alogues from ground-based optical and near-infrared observa-
tions, reaching a depth of HAB = 24.5 and 25 magnitudes in the
CDFS and UDS fields, respectively.

After assembling the whole catalogue, we use the Beagle
software (BayEsian Analysis of GaLaxy sEds) developed by
Chevallard & Charlot (2016) to fit in a Bayesian fashion the stel-
lar population models of Gutkin et al. (2016) to the observed
photometry from U-band to IRAC channel 2, fixing the red-
shift to the systemic value derived in Sect. 2.3. We adopt
an exponentially delayed star-formation history (SFH∼ τ exp−τ,
where τ is the typical star-formation time), a Chabrier IMF,
and we calculate the current SFR value over the last 100 Myr.
The value of log τ was initialised with a uniform prior ranging
7.0–10.5 (in yr), while the specific SFR (SSFR) and the maxi-
mum stellar age were allowed to assume any value in the range
−9.5 < log(SSFR) < −7.05 (in yr−1) and 7 < log(age) < 10.2 (in
yr). Similarly, the stellar mass M? and the stellar metallicity Z?
were also assigned, respectively, a uniform prior in the range 5 <
log(M?/M�) < 12 and a Gaussian prior centred at log(Z?/Z�) =
−0.85 (1σ = 0.2), following previous results based on the
VANDELS survey from Cullen et al. (2019) and Calabrò et al.
(2021). The dust attenuation of the galaxy, modelled with a
Charlot & Fall (2000) law, is described through the V-band opti-
cal attenuation depth τV , and initialised with a uniform prior in
the range of 0–10 mag. The Inoue et al. (2014) model is used
instead for the attenuation of the intergalactic medium (IGM). In
our Beagle run, in addition to photometric data, we also fit the
observed C iii λλ1907-1909, He ii λ1640, and C iv λλ1548-1550
emission line fluxes (which are the brightest emission features in
the far-UV), setting a 2σ upper limit in case of non-detections.
These lines are used by the code to constrain the ionisation
parameter (initialised with a uniform prior in the range −4 <
log(U) < −1) using the grid of photoionisation models by
Gutkin et al. (2016). This way, Beagle also better takes into
account nebular contamination to the photometric bands. Finally,
we set the dust-to-metal ratio ξd and the ratio between interstel-
lar medium depth and total optical depth µ = τISM/τV to 0.3,
which are typical values for star-forming galaxies according to
Camps et al. (2016) and Battisti et al. (2020).

Plotting together the SFR and stellar mass M? obtained from
Beagle, we see that our subset of 330 galaxies is representative
of the star-forming main sequence at the redshift of this work
(Fig. 8) in the stellar mass range from 108 to 1010 M�, where our
median relation is just slightly offset upwards compared to that
derived by Speagle et al. (2014), but still within their 1σ scat-
ter of 0.2 dex, which is also the average uncertainty of our SFR
measurements. For M? > 1010, we probe slightly higher specific
SFRs, placing galaxies ∼+0.3 dex above the MS at z = 3. In this
high-mass regime, we also find a small subset of ten galaxies
in the starburst regime with SFR at least four times higher than
the MS, following the definition by Rodighiero et al. (2011). As
shown by Llerena et al. (2022), C iii] emitters are fairly repre-
sentative of the entire star-forming galaxy population observed
with VANDELS (including also non emitters), sharing a similar
distribution of mass and SFR. The bias towards higher SFRs at
M? > 1010 M� is indeed related to the original VANDELS selec-
tion, picking up slightly brighter and more star-forming galax-
ies in that mass range. However, we checked that the results of
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Fig. 8. Star-formation rate–stellar mass diagram for the sample of
330 C iii] + He ii emitters selected for our analysis. The main sequence
relation by Speagle et al. (2014) is drawn with a black continuous line,
while the dashed parallel lines represent the 1σ dispersion and the dot-
ted line the starburst limit (4× above the main sequence). Our best-fit
M?–SFR relation is represented with large red stars. On the y axis, we
consider the SFR normalised to z = 3 assuming the evolving trend with
redshift as (1 + z)2.8 from Sargent et al. (2012).

this paper do not change significantly, even when considering the
population of galaxies with M? < 1010 M�.

2.12. Morphological analysis

2.12.1. Merger identification

Gas inflows or outflows can be produced by galaxy interac-
tions, which can funnel significant fractions of gas towards the
centre of the gravitational potential well, usually corresponding
to a starburst core (Di Matteo et al. 2005; Calabrò et al. 2019)
or eject gas into the outskirts as a consequence of tidal forces
and feedback (Rupke et al. 2005; Di Matteo et al. 2007). It is
therefore important to carry out a qualitative assessment of
the morphology of galaxies, identifying those systems that are
undergoing an interaction and where the merger phenomenon
can play a role in the gas kinematics.

A subset of 226 galaxies from our original sample of
C iii] + He ii emitters have high-resolution HST-ACS F814W
images available (probing around 2000 Å rest-frame at our red-
shifts), which allows us to perform a statistical morphological
analysis and to identify merging systems, with the best resolu-
tion and depth achievable with current capabilities. This subset
covers not only the CANDELS regions in CDFS and UDS, but
is distributed over a wider area, including the wider CDFS field
targeted by VANDELS, which in recent years has been covered
with HST in the same band i. As a result, almost all of the origi-
nally selected galaxies lying in CDFS and half of those falling in
UDS can be used for our morphological analysis. We assigned a
merger class to them (0 = non-merger, and 1 = merger) as we
explain in the following.

Given the relatively small size of our sample of C iii] emit-
ters, we decided to identify mergers from visual inspection,
which allows us to check interactively and more carefully for
the presence of double nuclei and interacting signatures. A visual
classification has already been applied to the CANDELS fields
by Kartaltepe et al. (2015, hereafter K15) for 50 000 galaxies

CDFS004717 CDFS019276 CDFS021470

CDFS005667CDFS018882CDFS208175

Fig. 9. HST F814W images (Koekemoer et al. 2011) of three galax-
ies with reliable systemic redshift and ISM-shift estimations. Upper
row: these galaxies are visually identified as merging or interacting sys-
tems, as showing, from left to right, bridges connecting the interacting
components, a very disturbed and asymmetric morphology, and a dou-
ble nucleus. Bottom row: three examples of isolated or non-interacting
galaxies with a discy shape (first case) and a more spheroidal structure
(second and third image).

spanning the redshift range 0 < z < 4, with classifications
from three to five independent people for each object. For their
merger sample (i.e. our merger class =1), these authors con-
sidered sources with double nuclei or with evidence of bright
tidal features such as tails, loops, bridges, and very disturbed
morphologies, all of which are suggestive of an ongoing major
interaction. The interaction can be within the same segmentation
map, or rather with a companion galaxy that can be still clearly
distinguishable. All these cases fall in the interaction classes 1, 2,
or 3 in K15. We note that disturbed morphologies in the UV rest-
frame can also be due to the presence of bright stellar clumps in
a more regular galaxy.

We adopt the K15 classification for galaxies in the
CANDELS regions, while we use the same procedure to classify
in i-band the remaining galaxies that fall in the CDFS wide area
targeted by VANDELS. In our redshift range, we expect to have
an intense growth of galaxies through gas accretion or merging
events with smaller companions or satellites, resulting in large
gas fractions, unstable discs, and very asymmetric and clumpy
morphologies. For this reason, a very conservative approach is
adopted in the classification, not including in the merger sample
those galaxies with only minor morphological disturbances, such
as faint asymmetric features, small companions, or off-centre
clumps.

We find a total of 64 mergers, which represent a fraction of
∼30% of the sample with HST images available. The first row
of Fig. 9 shows three examples of merger systems within our
C iii] + He ii line emitters, with different characteristic interact-
ing features. The bottom row also shows the comparison with
a subset of different types of isolated, non-interacting galaxies,
including both discy and more spheroidal systems. The second
of these images explains our conservative procedure: despite the
faint asymmetric emission leftward of the main disc, we do not
include that galaxy in the merger sample as there is no clear evi-
dence of a major, ongoing interaction.

2.12.2. Size measurement and concentration parameter

In low-redshift observations and simulations, ISM outflows
induced by star-formation feedback have been shown to be
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Fig. 10. Histogram distribution of the equivalent radius r50
T and the

light concentration parameter CT (respectively, top and bottom diagram)
for the sample of C iii] + He ii emitters with estimated morphological
parameters from the available HST-ACS F814W images.

ubiquitous in galaxies above some SFR surface density
(ΣSFR) threshold, typically ΣSFR > 0.1 M� yr−1 kpc−2 (e.g.,
Heckman et al. 2011; Sharma et al. 2017). Several studies also
found a correlation of this quantity with the outflow veloc-
ity (e.g., Heckman et al. 2015). It is therefore worth checking
for possible correlations between the ISM kinematic properties
and ΣSFR in our work. This parameter, in addition to the SFR,
requires measurement of the physical sizes of the star-forming
regions in the system. Given that our SFRs are UV-based, we
also measure the sizes from optical (observed) HST images,
which probe the UV rest frame of the galaxies.

Because of the large fraction of irregular, asymmet-
ric, and clumpy galaxies at redshifts ≥2 (Guo et al. 2012;
Huertas-Company et al. 2016), whose structures do not yet
resemble the regular shapes of the Hubble sequence seen at
lower redshift, a parametric fitting (e.g., with a Sersic pro-
file) tends to severely underestimate the size (Law et al. 2007;
Ribeiro et al. 2016, hereafter R16). Therefore, despite the fact
that Sersic parameters are publicly available for the CANDELS
data, as provided by Griffith et al. (2012) and van der Wel et al.
(2014), although these catalogues do not cover the wider CDFS
field targeted by VANDELS, we decided to follow a non-
parametric approach by adopting the equivalent radius as a size
measurement, using exactly the same procedure defined in R16
and already applied successfully in the VUDS survey at similar
redshifts. The equivalent radius rx

T (in kpc) is defined analytically
as:

rx
T [kpc] =

√
Tx

π
. (3)

The variable Tx (in kpc2) in the above equation is given by:

Tx [kpc2] = NxL2
(
2 × 10−11 ster

arcsec2

)
D2

A, (4)

where Nx is the number of pixels (with size L in arcsec/pixel)
that sum up to x% of the total flux of the galaxy, while DA is the
angular diameter distance. The quantity rx

T is also corrected for
PSF broadening effects following Eq. (18) of R16.

The advantages of this definition are that we do not need
to assume a surface brightness profile, and therefore it does not
depend on the galaxy shape, on the aperture definitions, on initial
guesses, or on the convergence of a fit. Even though it can be
calculated in principle with any percentage x comprised between
0% and 100%, we consider in our work r50

T , which counts the
brightest pixels summing up to 50% of the galaxy flux, and is
more similar to the effective radius from GALFIT that is often
adopted.

Another useful morphological parameter describing the light
profile of the galaxy is the concentration, which was modified
from the original definition of Bershady et al. (2000) to take into
account the asymmetric and irregular structure of high-redshift
galaxies. The new concentration parameter CT is calculated (fol-
lowing R16) from the two equivalent radii r20

T and r80
T as

CT = 5 × log10

 rT
80

rT
20

 . (5)

Compared to the standard definition of concentration, the
advantage of this new quantity is that it does not depend on the
definition of a galaxy centre, and it is not affected by the pres-
ence of multiple bright clumps or irregular morphologies and
therefore works more efficiently in characterising the light pro-
files in the case of typical galaxies found in the early Universe.
As shown by R16, the usual definition tends to underestimate
the true light concentration in the case of asymmetric profiles or
highly inhomogeneous emission. More details on the derivation
of r50

T and CT can be found in R16.
In Fig. 10, we show the histogram distribution of r50

T and
CT for our sample of C iii] and He ii emitters with available
HST F814W images and morphological parameters. Our galax-
ies have r50

T ranging from 0.3 to 2.7 kpc, with the mergers
identified in the previous section having amongst the highest
spatial extensions, because for these systems r50

T includes the
size of two merging systems rather than one. On the other
hand, the light concentration CT ranges between 2 and 3.75,
with a median value of 2.5, which is consistent with the typi-
cal values found by R16 (their Fig. 18) for star-forming galax-
ies from z = 2 to z = 4. As discussed in R16, we also
find that r50

T correlates well with the Sersic radius for a sub-
set of CANDELS galaxies where re was estimated in previous
works.

3. Results

In this section, we show how the bulk ISM velocity shift vIS
and the maximum velocity vmax are related to other fundamen-
tal galaxy properties that we derived in Sect. 2. Our aim here is
to understand the physical origin of the broad range of vIS and
vmax values spanned by our galaxies. We perform the analysis on
vIS both for individual galaxies, where we can check for peculiar
ISM velocities, and on a global perspective, using the composite
spectra of objects with similar properties. In order to explore the
relation globally, we bin the sample in multiple groups, adopting
the first, second, and third interquartile values as bin separations,
which usually ensures an adequate S/N to our purposes for the
stacked spectrum in each bin.
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comb SiIV

stacks

stacks
SiIVcomb

Fig. 11. Upper panel: correlation of vIS,comb, vIS,Si iv and vIS,Al iii with the stellar mass M? for VANDELS star-forming galaxies selected in this work.
The first two panels in each row show the relation for individual galaxies (red diamonds), while the black empty squares are the median vIS in bins
of increasing M?. The red horizontal continuous line shows the median vIS for the entire sample shown in each plot, while the red shaded regions
highlight the standard deviation of all the ISM shift values. The last panel of the row shows the velocity shifts calculated directly from the spectral
stacks in four bins of stellar mass. Lower panel: same as above but as a function of the SFR.

3.1. Dependence of the bulk ISM velocity on galaxy
properties

Following the previous findings, we first test the relations of
vIS with the stellar mass and SFR. In particular, we analyse the
velocity shift vIS,comb from the combined fit of low-ionisation
lines (i.e. Si iia, Si iib, C ii, and Al ii), and that derived from
higher ionisation lines as vIS,Si iv. Al iii behaves similarly to Si iv
but is available for fewer individual objects because it is a fainter
absorption, and therefore we consider it later in the stacking
analysis.

The results for vIS,comb and vIS,Si iv are shown in Fig. 11 for
each of the above two physical parameters. In all four diagrams,
we do not find any significant correlations between M? (or SFR)
and vIS for individual galaxies. Considering all the sources, we
indeed obtain very low Pearson correlation coefficients (ρ < 0.1
in absolute value) with high p-values, indicating that our find-
ings are consistent with no dependence between these quanti-
ties in the parameter space spanned by our galaxies. We also
divide our sample in four subsets using the interquartile ranges
of the stellar mass and SFR, calculating the median M? and SFR
of all the galaxies residing in the same bin, and then estimat-
ing vIS,comb and vIS,Si iv from the stacks. This way, we obtain a
median relation representative of the whole population, drawn
with black empty squares in Fig. 11, which also suggests that
the trend is not significantly different from constant for both low-
ionisation absorption lines and for Si iv. As confirmation of this
result, the angular coefficient of the best-fit lines to all the indi-
vidual points in the diagrams is always consistent with zero. We
can also better appreciate the larger dispersion of Si iv veloci-
ties compared to the lower ionisation lines, as we have seen in

Fig. 4, and in particular the higher number of sources with ISM
velocities <−500 km s−1, that is, higher outflow velocity. Inter-
estingly, the presence of outliers or peculiar systems, with inflow
(outflow) velocities above (below) the median velocity by more
than 1σ, does not correlate with either M? or SFR in any of the
cases. These extreme cases therefore do not seem to have differ-
ent properties compared to the average population.

In the last column of Fig. 11, we show the results obtained
in a different way by measuring the ISM-velocity shifts directly
from the spectral stacks instead of individual galaxies. In this
case, we also add the measurements for the Al iii λλ1854-1862
doublet, which is better detected in the stacked spectra. Using the
same previous bins of M? and SFR, we can understand from this
exercise that also from a global perspective there are no signifi-
cant variations as a function of these two quantities for vIS,comb,
vIS,Si iv, and vIS,Al iii.

We then analysed the dependence of the ISM velocity shift
on morphology-related parameters, namely the physical size as
r50

T , the concentration CT , and the SFR surface density ΣSFR. The
results are shown in Fig. 12 for both individual galaxies and
for the spectral stacks, after defining bins of increasing r50

T , CT ,
and ΣSFR. As before, we focus on the velocity shifts of the LIS
(through the combined fit) and of higher ionisation lines includ-
ing Al iii and Si iv.

In the first row, where physical size is represented, we find
a weak and marginally significant correlation between r50

T and
vIS, as indicated by the low Pearson correlation coefficient (and
p-value< 0.05) from both the combined fit of LIS lines. We
should note that the median vIS is slightly lower (i.e. higher out-
flow velocity) for galaxies of smaller sizes, and this is also true
when considering the Si iv line. In the stacking analysis in the
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comb SiIV

stacks

stacks

SiIVcomb

comb SiIV
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Fig. 12. Diagrams comparing vIS,comb, vIS,Si iv and vIS,Al iii to the equivalent radius r50
T , the concentration parameter CT , and the SFR surface density

ΣSFR, respectively, from top to bottom row. The derivation of the plots in each single row and the symbols are the same as explained in Fig. 11.
The scatter plots presented in this figure are limited to galaxies with an available HST F814W image.

last panel, vIS,comb of galaxies with r50
T & 1.2 kpc is below the

median population value at the 1σ level, and its difference com-
pared to smaller galaxies is significant at 2σ. A similar difference
is also found for Al iii and Si iv between galaxies with r50

T lower
and higher than ∼1.5 kpc.

For the concentration parameter displayed in the second row
of Fig. 12, we can see that a correlation, although weak, exists
with vIS,comb and vIS,Si iv already for individual galaxies, as indi-
cated by the results of the Pearson correlation test. Moreover,
we can see in the third panel that the stack of galaxies with a
higher concentration parameter (CT > 3) has vIS,comb, vIS,Si iv,
and vIS,Al iii that are lower by ∼50, 100, and 150 km s−1, respec-
tively, compared to galaxies with less concentrated UV emission
and CT ≤ 3, with a significance of 2σ on average. However,
we also notice that the lower vIS,comb and vIS,Si iv at high con-
centration parameter is mostly driven by non-merger systems
(Fig. 12). This difference is similar to the downward offset
that we observe in the median vIS of the Si iv line for galax-
ies residing in the last bin of CT (second panel of the second
row).

Finally, we show the relation with ΣSFR in the last row of
Fig. 12. Given the weak correlation with r50

T , with this new
parameter we also find a similarly weak dependence on vIS.
Indeed, the Pearson correlation coefficient and the linear best-fit
slope indicate a significance of 2σ when considering the low-
ionisation lines for individual galaxies. For Si iv, even though
the correlation is not significant, we notice that the highest out-
flow velocities (i.e. lowest vIS,Si iv) also tend to have higher ΣSFR
in the stacked analysis.

Overall, there are no significant correlations between the
bulk ISM velocity (in all the ionisation states that we probed)
on stellar mass and SFR, while a weak trend (marginally signif-
icant at 2σ) is found for the other three parameters, indicating
that galaxies with more concentrated emission (CT & 3), smaller
size, and higher ΣSFR might launch faster outflows.

As already shown in Fig. 4, in all the right panels of Figs. 11–
12, we then notice on average a systematic difference in vIS
among the various types of far-UV absorption lines that we
detect in VANDELS spectra. The combined fit, which traces the
kinematics of the low-ionisation lines, indicates that the neutral
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Fig. 13. Comparison of the line profiles in the spectral stack includ-
ing all star-forming galaxies selected in this work (AGNs excluded).
The central wavelengths resulting from a Gaussian fit are highlighted
in cyan, blue, red, and dark red for the Si ii λ1526 line (represen-
tative of low-ionisation lines), Fe ii λ1608, Al iii λλ1854-1862, and
Si iv λλ1393-1402, respectively.

ISM in a typical star-forming galaxy is outflowing, with average
|vIS,comb| of 60 ± 10 km s−1. On the other hand, higher ionisa-
tion lines such as Si iv and Al iii trace gas that is moving away
from galactic centres at higher velocities of 170 ± 30 km s−1 and
160±30 km s−1, respectively. In Fig. 13, we can see the different
velocity profiles (normalised to the range +700–1000 km s−1) of
the absorption lines in the stacked spectrum constructed from the
full sample of 330 star-forming galaxies with C iii] or He ii emis-
sion and therefore with a systemic redshift measurement. The
Gaussian centroid of Si ii λ1526, which we take as representa-
tive of low-ionisation lines tracing neutral gas, is shifted towards
negative velocities (−100 km s−1) compared to the systemic red-
shift. Fe ii λ1608 has a broader profile, is less deep, and is cen-
tred at slightly positive ISM shifts close to the systemic redshift.
On the other hand, Si iv λλ1393-1402 and Al iii λλ1854-1862
have blueshifted Gaussian centroids, with larger vIS in outflow
by 100 km s−1 compared to the low-ionisation line Si iib. We fur-
ther discuss the velocity difference between these two gas phases
in Sect. 4.3. In Table 2, we summarise the correlation strengths
between vIS and all the galaxy properties studied in this work.

3.2. Dependence of the maximum ISM velocity on galaxy
properties

We now explore the dependence of the maximum velocity for the
same galaxy parameters seen in the previous section. Compared
to the bulk ISM velocity, vmax carries more information about
the gas flows as it also depends on the absorption line width. As
mentioned in Sect. 2.8, we performed the analysis on the spectral
stacks, and we consider only the combined fit of low-ionisation
lines and Si iv for which we have a higher S/N.

In order to test the dependence with the same physical prop-
erties analysed in the previous section, we divided our sample
into four groups of similar properties (using the interquartile
ranges), and then stacked the spectra and calculated vmax in each
bin. The diagrams for all the parameters are shown in Fig. 14.

Here we can see that globally, we find similar results to the pre-
vious analysis based on the bulk ISM velocity. In particular, we
find a similar decreasing trend of vmax for smaller galaxies and
highly concentrated systems (significance >3σ), although the
second case is valid only from the combined fit where we have
a higher S/N. Compared to the previous section, we find here a
marginally significant (∼2σ) relation between vmax and both the
SFR and ΣSFR, for both the lower and higher ionisation lines. In
the latter diagram, the weak trend is mainly driven by the last bin,
where galaxies with ΣSFR > 1 M� yr−1 kpc−2 show maximum
outflow velocities that are approximately 300 km s−1 higher than
the remaining population at lower ΣSFR. Finally, for the stel-
lar mass we also find more negative vmax at M? > 1010 M�,
but only from the Si iv line analysis. Overall, we find that vmax
is on average better correlated with the galaxy physical prop-
erties compared to vIS, although the correlations remain weak
and marginally significant, and, similarly, slightly more impor-
tant for morphological related quantities.

3.3. Outflows in mergers and redshift evolution

Finally, we also tested the effects of mergers on gas kine-
matics in high-redshift star-forming galaxies. According to
Chisholm et al. (2015), mergers at z ∼ 0 can drive faster out-
flows than isolated galaxies. In our case, we can see already
in Figs. 11–12 for individual galaxies that visually identified
mergers (cyan diamonds) are distributed over the whole range
of explored parameters and have a similar distribution in M?,
SFR, ΣSFR, and concentration to that of more isolated galaxies.
In the first row of Fig. 12, we note that mergers tend to have
larger sizes r50

T , which is reasonable considering that they are
often composed of two or more interacting components, each
with its own size.

Furthermore, we have performed a stack of all identified
merger systems in the selected sample, in order to better com-
pare with the rest of the population of non-merger galaxies. The
results are shown in the top panel of Fig. 15, in which we can
see that mergers and non-merger galaxies (respectively indicated
with a merger label 1 or 0) have similar ISM kinematics. Indeed,
we find that the bulk velocities are consistent within the uncer-
tainties at the 1–2σ level for all the lines, both the higher ionisa-
tion (as vIS,Si iv and vIS,Al iii) and lower ionisation lines (vIS,comb).

Finally, considering the wide range of redshifts (from 2 to 5)
probed by VANDELS, as represented in Fig. 1, we also checked
for a possible evolution in redshift of the outflow properties in
star-forming galaxies, measuring vIS,comb, vIS,Si iv and vIS,Al iii in
spectral stacks in bins of increasing redshift. The results of this
exercise are shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 15, and again
indicate that there is no difference in the average outflow velocity
as a function of redshift for the low and higher ionisation lines,
as no significant correlation is found. Despite the slightly higher
outflow velocity from Si iv at z ∼ 2.7, this is still consistent with
the other bins within 1σ.

4. Discussion

We show in the above sections that, considering the galaxy popu-
lation as a whole, the interstellar medium traced by UV absorp-
tion lines is on average moving with a velocity of −60 km s−1

along the line of sight (hence globally in outflow) for the
low-ionisation gas, which rises up to ∼−170 km s−1 for higher
ionisation gas. This is confirmed both by averaging the ISM
velocities of individual galaxies and by performing spectral
stacks in bins of different physical parameters. Furthermore,
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Table 2. Pearson correlation coefficients ρ (with corresponding p-values) between the ISM velocity shifts of low-ionisation lines and Si iv, and
different physical properties of the galaxies that we analyse in this paper.

Velocity [km s−1] M? [M�] SFR [M� yr−1] r50
T [kpc] CT ΣSFR [M� yr−1 kpc−2]

vIS,comb ρ = 0 (1), ρ = −0.02 (0.69), ρ = 0.14 (0.04), ρ = −0.15 (0.03), ρ = −0.14 (0.04),
m = 10 ± 30 m = −10 ± 30 m = 80 ± 40 m = −80 ± 40 m = −65 ± 30

vIS,Si iv ρ = −0.09 (0.26), ρ = −0.06 (0.41), ρ = 0.04 (0.66), ρ = −0.16 (0.09), ρ = −0.07 (0.44),
m = −40 ± 50 m = −10 ± 50 m = 40 ± 90 m = −130 ± 80 m = −50 ± 60

Notes. We also include the slope m of the best-fit line and its uncertainty for each couple of parameters.

Fig. 14. Diagrams comparing vmax,comb and vmax,Si iv (estimated from stacked spectra) to other physical properties of the galaxies, namely the stellar
mass M?, the SFR, the equivalent radius r50

T , the concentration parameter CT , and the ΣSFR.

we measure maximum velocities of the gas in the outflow
direction ranging between 500 and 800 km s−1 for most of our
sample. In the following, we compare our results to studies
of the ISM kinematics at lower redshift, and then move to a
more physical investigation of the effects of outflows on galaxy
evolution.

4.1. Comparison with works at lower redshifts

Galactic outflows at different cosmic epochs have been studied
for decades. In the local Universe, Heckman et al. (2015) stud-
ied star-formation-driven winds from far-UV absorption lines
(Si iia,Si iib, C ii, and Si iv) in a sample of 39 galaxies spanning
a broad range of stellar masses and SFRs, detecting bulk ISM
velocities from 100 to 200 km s−1, globally in outflow. Interest-
ingly, they report strong correlations between ISM bulk veloci-
ties and both SFR and ΣSFR.

At intermediate redshifts, ISM kinematic properties have
been characterised in large samples of star-forming galaxies.

Bordoloi et al. (2014) analysed 486 galaxies at 1 ≤ z ≤ 1.5,
with log(M?/M�) and log(SFR/M� yr−1) ranging from 9.45 to
10.7 and 0.14 to 2.35, respectively, finding typical ISM veloci-
ties vIS of ∼150–200 km s−1 from the MgII absorption doublet.
Furthermore, vIS was found to correlate with ΣSFR but not with
the SFR itself. Furthermore, Weiner et al. (2009) used the same
MgII absorption to calculate vIS for a sample of ∼1400 galax-
ies at z ∼ 1.4 with similarly massive galaxies of the previ-
ously mentioned work, and a broad range of SFRs from 10 to
100 M� yr. These authors found slightly higher typical outflow
velocities of ∼300 to 500 km s−1, increasing both as a function
of stellar mass and SFR, in analogy to local infrared-luminous
galaxies.

If we move to earlier cosmic epochs, Talia et al. (2012) stud-
ied ISM flows, with the same methodology as that used here,
in 74 star-forming galaxies in the stellar mass range from 109.2

to 1010.6 M� at redshifts of 1.4 to 2.8 (zmedian ∼ 2), finding a
median ISM velocity of 100 km s−1 and no significant depen-
dence of vIS on galaxy properties. Similarly, Steidel et al. (2010)
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not merger                merger

spectroscopic  redshift

Fig. 15. Dependence of the ISM velocity shift vIS on the merger flag
(1 = mergers and 0 = non-mergers) and spectroscopic redshift. Each
symbol represents a spectral stack in a different redshift or merger flag
bin. The colours highlight the results from the combined fit of low-
ionisation lines (black squares), Si iv (red circles), and the Al iii absorp-
tion line (cyan triangles).

derived vIS from the position of C ii, Si iv, Si iia, and Si iib far-
UV absorption lines for a statistical sample of 89 Lyman-break
galaxies at 2 < z < 2.6 (zmedian = 2.3) and slightly more mas-
sive (M? > 109.5 M�). While these later authors found a slightly
higher ISM velocity than us (= 164 ± 16 km s−1), they report no
correlations of vIS with the main galaxy properties including M?

and SFR. Our results therefore extend this lack of correlation up
to at least z ∼ 4.5.

Interestingly, we find on average ISM velocities closer
to zero compared to previous works. Moreover, as noted in
Sect. 2.9, we find that 34% of our galaxy sample has a posi-
tive velocity shift, indicative of a global inflow. This fraction is
approximately double that found by Steidel et al. (2010), and we
reach higher inflow velocities on average for the low- and high-
ionisation absorption lines. Overall, our findings suggest that,
for the same levels of SFR and stellar mass of the host galax-
ies, the bulk of the ISM moves closer to systemic from low red-
shift to high redshift, and becomes less sensitive to variations of
the star formation activity and mass budget. This might be due
to an increased role of inflows at earlier cosmic times, which
might prevail over star-formation-driven outflows in the majority
of systems. Regarding these inflows, while we know from the-
ory that cosmological metal-poor gas condensation and accretion
onto galaxies should occur at early epochs (z & 2), it is difficult
from our data and measured velocities to disentangle gas accre-
tion from the cosmic web from that originating in galactic foun-
tains. A key test would be the measurement of the gas-phase
metallicity of the outflowing and inflowing gas, which would
require a higher spectral resolution and sensitivity, and will be
addressed in a future work.

We remark that we are exploring an epoch where the bulk
of the galaxy population is rapidly assembling through mergers
and gas inflows, and they have a more gas-rich and turbulent
ISM. Combining gas infall episodes and these additional effects
to stellar-driven feedback might produce multiple absorption
components with different relative velocities and with different
absorption strengths, of which we measure only a median, spa-
tially integrated, line-of-sight-dependent value for each galaxy.
In other words, we might have as a net result the weakening
of outflow signatures compared to lower redshift star-forming
galaxies, even though part of the gas can still be moving out-
wards with high velocity in some galaxies, with some material
reaching high speeds of up to vIS ∼ 1000 km s−1.

At the same time, the weak trends and lack of correlation
of vIS with the main galaxy properties can be explained by the
same arguments. However, additional effects might be at play.
For example, Bordoloi et al. (2014) find that face-on galaxies
at intermediate redshift (1–1.5) have higher velocity outflows
as compared to edge-on galaxies at similar redshifts and stel-
lar masses, while Roberts-Borsani et al. (2020) find that outflows
are most powerful in the central regions of massive star-forming
galaxies, even though this was studied in the local Universe. In
order to check these additional dependences, we need to observe
statistical samples with IFU instruments and better spatial res-
olution in order to disentangle the different components of the
ISM in high-redshift galaxies. We also note that, because of the
slightly biased selection (towards higher SFRs) at high stellar
masses (M? > 1010 M�), the trend is less representative of the
global star-forming population in that regime, and completely
unconstrained at even higher masses than those probed by
VANDELS (i.e. M? & 1011 M�). Future spectroscopic surveys
probing larger volumes could help to better constrain this param-
eter space.

4.2. Outflow physical properties and mass loading factor

In this section, we focus on the physical properties and driv-
ing mechanisms of outflows in the average star-forming popu-
lation at z ∼ 3.5. Therefore, in the following part of the paper,
we consider only VANDELS galaxies for which we measure a
global outflow, that is, a negative bulk ISM velocity vIS,comb (or
vIS,Si iv). If we restrict the sample to these objects, we obtain aver-
age outflow velocities of −146 ± 10 km s−1 for the former and
−270 ± 30 km s−1 for the latter, which are more similar to the
typical ISM velocities measured at intermediate redshifts in the
works described in the previous section. We remark that even if
we consider only this reduced sample, there would be no signif-
icant changes in the correlation results presented in Sects. 3.1
and 3.2 between the bulk outflow velocity (or vmax) and the other
galaxy physical properties. Taking these results on the outflow
velocities, we are now ready to quantitatively assess the effects
of star-formation-driven winds on the host galaxies by com-
puting the mass-outflow rate, mass-loading factor, and typical
escape velocities of our systems.

We calculate the mass-outflow rate Ṁout in a thin shell
approximation as

Ṁout = 4π C f CΩ µmp NH R vISM, (6)

where CΩ and C f are the angular and clumpiness covering frac-
tion, respectively, µmp is the mean atomic weight, R is the radius
of the thin shell wind, and vISM is the gas outflow velocity,
assumed to be the typical bulk ISM velocity measured from our
spectra. As we are deriving an average value over many galax-
ies viewed from different angles, and because in the stacking
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procedure we are integrating over lines of sight and clumpi-
ness with different covering fractions, we fix CΩC f = 1, as in
Bordoloi et al. (2014). We also set µ = 1.4, and we infer the
outflow radius R as the average equivalent radius estimated for
our sample in Sect. 2.12.2, which is ∼1 kpc. Finally, NH is the
column density of the outflowing gas, which can be estimated
as in Leitherer et al. (2011) and Heckman et al. (2011) from the
dust attenuation properties of our galaxies (assuming a Calzetti
law), taking into account also a secondary dependence with the
metallicity, as

NH = 3.6 × 1021 ×
E(B − V)
Zgas/Z�

. (7)

Taking the median E(B − V) = 0.194 mag measured for
our sample from the available photometric data as described
in Calabrò et al. (2021), and considering the typical gas-phase
metallicity of 0.4 × Z� derived for VANDELS galaxies at z ∼ 3
(Cullen et al. 2021), we infer NH = 1.75 × 1021 cm−2. Using all
these values in Eq. (6), we get

Ṁout[M� yr−1] ' 36
NH

1021.24 cm−2 ×
R

1 kpc
×

vISM

146 km s−1 . (8)

The mass outflow rate estimated in this way is comparable
to the SFR of the galaxies, and yields an outflow mass loading
factor η of the order of unity, or just slightly above. In particular,
considering the median SFR of our sample of 196 galaxies with
a net outflow signature (SFRmedian = 27 M� yr−1), we derive:

η =
Ṁout

SFR
' 1.3, (9)

which is nicely consistent with the values found with a sim-
ilar methodology for low-ionisation gas outflows in local
and intermediate redshift (z ∼ 1–1.5) star-forming galaxies
(Heckman et al. 2015; Bordoloi et al. 2014). We also note that
a similar η was found for ionised and cold molecular outflows in
purely star-forming galaxies at z < 0.2 (Fluetsch et al. 2019),
once we homogenise the assumptions on the wind geometry
adopted in the two papers. However, these later authors probe
1.5 dex higher stellar masses than our study.

With the above information, we can study the nature of
the outflows. From a physical perspective, when stellar winds
impact the surrounding ISM, a shock front is created, which
injects energy into the gaseous medium and then propagates
outwards, sweeping the gas away from the galactic centre. The
outflows can be classified into two types, depending on the effi-
ciency of the radiative cooling during the shock propagation.
In momentum-driven flows, the total momentum is conserved,
while most of the preshock kinetic energy is radiatively lost,
which produces a rapid cooling of baryons in a thin shell of gas
and a strong discontinuity with the post-shock region. On the
other hand, in energy-driven flows, the shock expands adiabati-
cally into the ISM preserving most of its mechanical luminosity,
and therefore cooling is negligible, and the flow is much more
violent compared to the previous mechanism. In order to identify
the nature of the outflow and distinguish between the two driving
mechanisms, we can compare the energy and momentum rate of
the outflow to the momentum and luminosity input from star for-
mation. The outflow-related properties are written, respectively,
as ṗout = Ṁout vISM and Ėout = 0.5 Ṁout v2

ISM. The momen-
tum and energy from star formation are instead given by ṗrad =
LSFR/c and Ėrad = LSFR, where LSFR/L� ∼ 1010×SFR/M� yr−1

(Kennicutt 1998). Assuming the median SFR of our sample with
a net outflow (vIS M < 0), this yields

ṗout

ṗrad
= 0.95 ;

Ėout

LSFR
= 2 × 10−4, (10)

which indicates that we are witnessing momentum-driven winds.
Finally, we study the fate of the outflows in VANDELS

galaxies by comparing the observed outflow velocities to those
needed to escape from the gravitational potential wells of
the galaxies. The escape velocity is related, using dynamical
arguments, to the circular velocity vc as vesc ' 3 × vc for
reasonable halo mass distributions (Binney & Tremaine 1987;
Heckman et al. 2000). The circular velocity instead can be esti-
mated observationally from the emission line width σvel along
the line of sight using the relation σvel ∼ 0.6 × vc, where σvel
represents an average over all the observed inclinations (Fig. 7 of
Rix et al. 1997). Putting this information together, we obtain the
relation vesc ' 5 × σvel. We remark that this is a median relation
that is subject to large uncertainties depending on the geometry
and internal dynamics of the galaxies; however it gives a useful
indication, and can be compared with our ISM velocities.

In the far-UV spectral range covered by VANDELS, the
brightest emission lines are C iii] and He ii. While the former is a
doublet and difficult to model given the resolution of VANDELS,
the latter has in general a lower S/N and a larger scatter, with a
skewed distribution towards broader profiles compared to C iii].
For these reasons, we instead used the optical rest-frame O ii
line, which was also used for the calculation of vesc in the previ-
ously mentioned works. In our case, this line was covered by the
follow-up of a subset of galaxies with MOSFIRE, which has a
resolving power reaching '3650 in band H (Cullen et al. 2021).

Considering the values of 11 individual galaxies where the
O ii line was detected with a minimum S/N of 5, and which
have a similar mass distribution to our subset, we obtain an aver-
age σ[OII] of 125 km s−1. Using this estimate as representative of
our sample to calculate the escape fraction, we get vesc of the
order of 625 km s−1. This is well above the average bulk outflow
velocities that we measure in our galaxies from both lower and
higher ionisation lines. It is also higher compared to the esti-
mates of vIS,comb and vIS,Si iv for the majority of individual galax-
ies. However, it is intereresting to note that a small fraction of
objects, where the bulk outflow velocity is amongst the highest
in our sample, might be the best candidates to launch significant
amounts of gas outside of the systems.

Considering the stacking analysis performed in Sect. 3.2, we
note that even the average maximum velocity vmax, as defined in
Sect. 2.10, does not generally overcome vesc. This implies that,
for the average population and for a broad variety of conditions,
most of the ISM is expected to remain bound to the main galaxy
halo, even though we might exceed this limit when we consider
galaxies with the highest stellar masses, SFRs, ΣSFR, and con-
centration (i.e. smaller size) among those probed in this work.
Therefore, there is a greater probability that gas will escape from
galaxies with more extreme properties.

4.3. Low- versus high-ionisation gas outflows

We find that the ISM-shift of Si iv and Al iii indicates a faster
velocity of the higher ionisation outflowing gas by approxi-
mately 100 km s−1 compared to vIS,comb of low-ionisation lines
(i.e. Si ii, C ii, Al ii) derived from the combined fit. To under-
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stand the physical origin of this difference of bulk outflow veloc-
ities (and also vmax), we need to better investigate the properties
of our absorption lines.

A first approach is based on looking at the ionisation poten-
tial required for the creation of a particular species. The Si iv
and Al iii species require an ionisation potential of 45 eV and
28 eV, respectively, which is higher than low-ionisation lines,
which need ionisation energies of 16, 19, and 24 eV for the
Si ii, Al ii, and C ii ions, respectively. It is clear that, by their
nature, low-ionisation elements require denser, self-shielded gas
to survive while the high-ionisation elements can survive in more
rarefied, less dense regions. Secondly, we can use different tran-
sitions of the same ionisation species to probe the optical depth
of the absorbing gas. In the case of high-ionisation lines, they
come already in close doublets, while for the low-ionisation gas,
we can use the two transitions of the Si ii ion. The individual
components of the high-ionisation doublets have similar oscilla-
tor strengths f1 and f2 of ∼0.5 and 0.25 for the bluer and redder
component, respectively, indicating that in both cases we should
expect an equivalent width ratio of EW1/EW2 = (λ2

1× f1)/(λ2
2× f2)

= 0.5 in the optically thin case (see also Erb et al. 2012). For the
Si iv doublet, we observe an EW ratio of 0.670.75

0.6 , while for Al iii
we obtain a similar value of 0.670.76

0.57. In an optically thick absorb-
ing gas, the ratio no longer depends on the oscillator strength
and approaches a value of 1. The results imply that we are in
an intermediate condition, even though we are actually closer
to the optically thin limit. For the two transitions of the Si ii
ion, at '1260 Å and 1526 Å, their different oscillator strengths
( f1 = 1.22 and f2 = 0.13) imply an expected ratio in the opti-
cally thin case of 0.156. We measure an observed ratio of 1.43.5

0.5,
where the larger uncertainties derive from the fact that the two
lines are not close in wavelength and do not share the same con-
tinuum level as in the high-ionisation doublets. Despite the large
uncertainty, this calculation indicates that the EW ratio is con-
sistent with the optically thick case.

Both approaches therefore suggest that low-ionisation lines
probe denser gas. To understand the physical implications of
this, we can look at galactic wind models. If we take for simplic-
ity the spherical, momentum driven wind model of Murray et al.
(2005), the gas density is predicted to rapidly decline with
radius (∼r−2 − r−3), which is also reasonable considering that
the wind is subject to geometrical dilution at larger distances
from the galactic centre. The same model predicts that the wind
is accelerating as an effect of radiation pressure pushing onto
dust grains, with velocity increasing towards larger radii. We
notice that accelerating winds seem to also be more consistent
with observations of local starburst galaxies (Martin & Bouché
2009) and high-redshift Lyman-break galaxies, as discussed in
Steidel et al. (2010). They also better reproduce the resolved pro-
file of the MgII absorption line in star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 1.4
(Weiner et al. 2009). It is therefore clear that, according to this
simple model, highly ionised gas, which traces more rarefied gas
regions far from the centre, should also move faster, which is
exactly what we observe in our sample of star-forming galaxies
at z > 2. We stress again that this model is a simplistic assump-
tion and is by no means the best or the only model describing
star-formation-driven winds. However, despite all the assump-
tions made, we must recognise that it provides an easy frame-
work with which to interpret our observations.

In conclusion, the most plausible physical explanation of the
velocity difference observed between low- and high-ionisation
lines relies on the fact that they come from slightly different
spatial regions of the galaxies, at different distances from the
centre. Therefore, they likely trace gas in different conditions

of density and temperature, with low-ionisation gas probing the
denser and colder star-forming cores, while higher ionised mate-
rial is more widespread, optically thin, and likely coming from
the outer shell of the expanding winds.

5. Summary and conclusions

In this paper, we present our study of the ISM kinematics of
330 star-forming galaxies with a systemic redshift estimated
through C iii] or He ii detection with S/N ≥ 3 in the redshift
range between 2 and 4.5 (zmedian ' 3.1), and in the stellar mass
range from 108 to 1011 M�. We derived the kinematic properties
from a large variety of ISM absorption lines, which are com-
pared to the systemic redshift inferred from C iii] or He ii, and
then related to different physical properties of the host galaxies.
We summarise the main findings of this paper as follows.
1. The ISM in typical star-forming galaxies at redshifts 2–5

(zmedian ' 3) and with stellar masses of between 108 and
1011 M� is globally in outflow, with a median bulk veloc-
ity vIS of ∼−60 ± 10 km s−1 for low-ionisation gas traced
by Si ii λ1260, C ii λ1334, Si ii λ1526, and Al ii λ1670, and
200 > vIS > 150 km s−1 for higher ionisation gas traced by
Si iv and Al iii. Individual galaxies can have ISM velocities
spanning the range ±1000 km s−1, with higher ionisation gas
reaching higher velocities on average and with a larger dis-
persion around the median value.

2. Our sample includes a fraction of galaxies (34%) with
positive velocity shift obtained from the combined fit of
low-ionisation lines, indicating the prevalence of inflowing
material in those systems. This fraction is approximately
double that found in similar works at lower redshift (e.g.,
Steidel et al. 2010), suggesting a more important role of
inflows at earlier epochs in the Universe.

3. We do not find significant correlations between the bulk ISM
velocity shift (vIS, vIS,comb, vIS,Si iv, vIS,Al iii) and the stellar
mass M? or SFR of the galaxies, while a marginally sig-
nificant (i.e. at 2σ level) correlation is found with the size
(probed by the equivalent radius r50

T ), light concentration
parameter CT , and SFR surface density ΣSFR.

4. In spectral stacks, we also measure the maximum velocity
vmax, defined as the velocity at which 2% of the absorp-
tion line flux accumulates. We find that vmax in our sam-
ple has on average a value of ∼−500 and ∼−600 km s−1 for
the low-ionisation and high-ionisation gas (traced by Si iv),
respectively.

5. Compared to the bulk velocity, vmax is more closely related to
galaxy properties. Galaxies with a higher stellar mass, SFR,
concentration, ΣSFR, and more compact size launch outflows
with higher maximum velocities on average, even though
the correlations remain weak, with a significance of '2σ
for SFR-related quantities (i.e. SFR and ΣSFR), and slightly
higher significance for the morphology-related parameters.

6. We detect a complex shape of the Si iv absorption fea-
ture, which shows a main absorption component arising in
the ISM and closer to the systemic redshift, and a fainter,
additional absorption component likely originating in stellar
winds, which is blueshifted from the main absorption peak
by ∼1000 km s−1. We find that BPASS models with binary
populations, at odds with the BC03 and S99 models, are able
to perfectly reproduce the blueshifted stellar wind absorption
component of the line. This complex shape can be detected in
both spectral stacks and some individual galaxies with higher
S/N.
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7. Mergers show similar or slightly lower outflow velocities
compared to non-merging systems, suggesting that inflows
and internal turbulence induced by the interaction might
dilute the outflow signatures coming from star-formation
feedback.

8. Considering the 196 galaxies with a net outflow velocity
(i.e. a negative vIS,comb), we obtain average outflow veloc-
ities of −146 ± 10 km s−1 for the low-ionisation gas and
−270 ± 30 km s−1 for the high ionisation component traced
by Si iv. From them we calculate, in a spherically symmetric
thin shell approximation, the mass outflow rate Ṁout of the
gas, which is comparable to the star formation of the galax-
ies (η ' 1.3). The values of Ṁout and vIS are also in favour of
radiation-pressure-driven outflows.

9. We derive a rough estimate of the escape velocity expected
in our galaxies of vesc = 625 km s−1. This is higher than the
average bulk and also maximum outflow velocity derived for
our sample, even though for a small fraction of galaxies we
can have | vIS,comb | and | vIS,Si iv |> vesc.

In the near future, spatially resolved studies with IFU instru-
ments, such as NIRSpec with JWST and ERIS at the VLT, will
provide better insight into the different components of the ISM
in high-redshift galaxies, and into the possible local relationships
between kinematics and physical properties. Their higher spec-
tral resolution will also allow the intrinsic profile of absorption
lines to be characterised, even for individual galaxies. Similarly,
ALMA can provide spatially resolved maps on the cold molec-
ular gas, which would help to better assess the nature and final
fate of the outflows, constraining their role on galaxy evolution.
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Appendix A: Properties of individual ISM lines

A.1. Estimating the bias in the systemic redshift
determination from CIII]

Fig. A.1. Top panel: Histogram distribution of the difference between
the systemic redshift estimated from C iii] performing a single-
Gaussian fit (zsys,single) or a double-component fit (zsys,double). The blue
histogram is the sum of all galaxies with C iii] detected at S/N ≥ 3. The
yellow and green histograms represent the subsets where the best-fit flux
ratio between the two components of the double-Gaussian fit reaches
one of the two extremes (respectively 1 and 0.625). The red histogram,
from which we derive the correction of 26.25 km/s for the systemic
redshift estimated through a single-Gaussian fit, includes galaxies with
a best-fit ratio within the allowed range. Bottom panel: Velocity dif-
ference between the systemic redshift estimated from a single-Gaussian
and a double-Gaussian fit of the C iii λλ1907-1909 doublet, from Monte
Carlo simulations, as a function of the S/N of the C iii] line. The hori-
zontal green dashed line represents the median difference for the simu-
lated dataset.

As described in Section 2.3, we determine the systemic red-
shift from the C iii] emission line. Given the spectral resolution
of VANDELS and the S/N of the line, we cannot perform a
good double-Gaussian fit for the majority of galaxies. A single-
Gaussian fit at the central wavelength of the doublet yields
generally the most reliable results. However, it is important to
estimate possible biases on the true systemic redshift arising
from this choice.

Fig. A.2. Comparison between the combined ISM-shift (i.e. for lower
ionisation lines) estimated assuming the C iii] as the systemic redshift
indicator (x-axis) and the He ii line (y-axis), for the sample where we
obtain a reliable measurement of both lines with a S/N ≥ 3. The 1:1
relation is indicated with a blue dashed line, while the best-fit relation
for our galaxies is indicated with black empty squares and black error
bars. The data points are colour coded according to the S/N of the CIII]
line.

To test this possibility, we first compare the histogram distri-
bution of systemic redshifts derived using a single and a double
Gaussian fitting, for the subset of galaxies with a good estimate
of zsys from the second method. The distributions are shown
in Fig. A.1-top, where we can see that the redshift from dou-
ble Gaussian fitting is on average slightly lower than inferred
through a single Gaussian fit, by a velocity shift of 26.25 km/s
on average. We further run Monte Carlo simulations to check
whether this effect is significant and is due to the different
methodology adopted. We simulated synthetic double compo-
nent C iii] lines and underlying continuum at redshift 3 with the
same wavelength sampling and resolution of VANDELS, vary-
ing the S/N of the continuum (from 2 to 10) and the intrinsic
FWHM of the line (from 300 to 500 km/s), as found from VAN-
DELS measurements. We then performed 400 simulations by
slightly varying the flux density at each wavelength according
to the S/N chosen, and measuring each time the single Gaussian
line peak with the same procedure adopted for the observations.
We then analyse the median difference between the measured
and intrinsic redshift as a function of the S/N and FWHM of the
C iii] line. The outcome of this exercise is shown in Fig. A.1-
bottom, where we note that the systemic redshift obtained from
single-Gaussian fit is systematically lower than the true redshift
by ∼ 30 km/s on average, and this offset does not depend on
the S/N of the line or on its FWHM. Therefore, even though
this offset is typically lower than the uncertainty of our ISM-
shift values, we decided to apply a correction of +30 km/s to
our measurements of the systemic redshift systematically (i.e.
−30 km/s on the derived ISM-shift of absorption lines) when it
is determined from a single-Gaussian fitting.

A.2. Comparison of the systemic redshifts estimated through
CIII] and HeII

In this section, we compare the velocity shift vIS,comb, represen-
tative of low-ionisation absorption lines and available for the
largest number of galaxies, estimated assuming the systemic red-
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Fig. A.3. Fraction of galaxies for which the redshift measured from the
single line fitting differs from the value obtained from a combined fit
(including all the ISM lines detected in the spectrum) by more than
200 km/s, for each ISM line analysed in this paper. The horizontal line
represents the fraction (10%) above which we have a significant number
of outliers and the corresponding lines are not used in the combined fit.

shift derived from the C iii λλ1907-1909 line and from He ii, for
a subset of 18 galaxies where both emission lines are well fit-
ted and detected with a S/N larger than 3. We remind that for all
these cases we adopt the value inferred from C iii] as our final
estimate. The result of this comparison is shown in Fig. A.2. We
can see that, assuming the He ii as systemic redshift indicator,
would produce no systematic biases in the final value of vIS,comb,
and the 1σ scatter of the relation is consistent with the typical
uncertainties of individual ISM-shift measurements. A similar
behaviour is also found when comparing the ISM shift of indi-
vidual lines (including also Al iii and Si iv) estimated using C iii]
or He ii line for the systemic redshift.

We know that the strong winds produced by Wolf-Rayet
(WF) stars can broaden the He ii line and induce an additional
shift compared to the systemic redshift (Shirazi & Brinchmann
2012). However, as found in that paper, a significant contribu-
tion from these stars typically yields FWHM(He ii) > 1000 km/s
in galaxies, but these cases are excluded from our analysis, as
explained in Section 2.2. We refer to Saxena et al. (2020) for a
more complete treatment of the full sample of He ii emitters in
VANDELS.

A.3. Choosing the set of ISM lines for the combined fit

The large wavelength coverage of VANDELS spectra and the
wide redshift range probed by the survey (2 < z < 6.5) allow us
to study the ISM properties with multiple absorption lines in the
UV regime. Most of these lines show similar properties in terms
of velocity width and velocity shift with respect to the systemic
redshift, hence it is reasonable to use them all together and per-
form a combined fit with a single redshift to increase the S/N of
the final results. In order to decide which lines should be adopted
in this combined fit, we first derive an average ISM redshift for
each galaxy by fitting simultaneously all the ISM absorption
lines that could be detected in the rest-frame range from 1216
Å to 2000 Å, namely Si iiaλ1260 Å, O iSi iiλλ1302-1304 Å,
C iiλ1334 Å, Si iv λλ1394-1403 Å, Si iibλ1526 Å, Fe iiλ1608
Å, Al iiλ1670 Å, and Al iii λλ1855-1863 Å, as also listed in

table 1. Given that we are studying individual lines before the
combined fit, we apply here a detection threshold of 3 on the
absorption lines, to increase the reliability of this test. We then
compare these values to the redshift obtained for each individual
absorption line used in the combined fit. Finally, for each line,
we compute the fraction of galaxies where the corresponding
redshift differs from the simultaneous fit value by more than 200
km/s. A higher fraction for a specific line would imply that its
properties are different from the average of the other ISM lines,
and thus it should be excluded from the combined procedure.

The outliers fraction foutliers for all the above ISM lines is pre-
sented in Fig. A.3. We can clearly see a segregation in this his-
togram: while foutliers is very low (below 5%) for half of the lines,
it increases by a factor of three to ten for the other half of the
list. Defining a maximum limit for the outliers fraction of 10%
allows to isolate four lines, namely Si iiaλ1260 Å, C iiλ1334 Å,
Si iibλ1526 Å and Al iiλ1670 Å, that have likely similar proper-
ties and that we consider in this work for the combined fit.

This choice is corroborated by a more detailed analysis of the
entire set of ISM lines. Taking the SiII λ1526 Å as our reference,
as it is available for the largest number of galaxies in our sample,
we plot the ISM-shift derived for this reference line against that
obtained with all the other lines, taking subsets of galaxies for
which the two absorption features are both detected. The results
of this exercise are shown in the figures A.4 and A.5. We can see
that the four lines chosen for the combined fit are well aligned
along the 1:1 relation with some scatter but no evident systemat-
ics (panels 1, 2, and 3).

As far as the other lines are concerned, the O iSi iiλλ1302-
1304 Å complex should be treated with caution. We performed
a single Gaussian profile fit by considering the median of the
doublet as the central wavelength (Fig. A.4- panel 4), and also
a double Gaussian fit with a free-varying ratio between the two
components. In both cases, we obtain ISM redshifts that are con-
sistent with the global ISM value for part of the sample, but sig-
nificantly lower for a large subset of objects, which causes the
fraction of outliers to rise up to ∼ 14%, as shown in Fig. A.3.
This might reflect the presence of two different species that con-
tribute to the absorption complex, whose relative importance and
properties are difficult to model, especially for individual sys-
tems where we are limited in S/N. For these reasons, we do not
consider this absorption complex in the simultaneous fit.

The Fe ii λ1608 line has on average a positive velocity shift
compared to the systemic redshift for this particular subset, as
shown in Fig. A.5- panel 2, and we find a difference of ∼+150
km/s with respect to the ISM-shift of Si ii λ1526. This might sug-
gest that the FeII line traces a gas component which is closer to
the nucleus of the galaxy. As an alternative explanation, given
that FeII is actually a blend of multiple hyperfine transitions of
the same ionised element, there might be a non negligible contri-
bution from transitions slightly longward of the main absorption
at 1608.45 Å that is typically assumed also in other studies.

Finally, the Si iv λλ1394-1403 Å and Al iii λλ1855-1863 Å
doublets, which are representative of a gaseous component in a
higher ionisation state, show on average more negative veloc-
ity shifts compared to the systemic redshift, indicative of higher
velocity outflows by ∼ 150 km/s, hence we should treat them
separately (Fig. A.5- panels 1 and 3). Moreover, these two lines
share very similar properties, as the vIS that we measure from
them are well correlated and remarkably in agreement with the
1:1 relation, without evident systematic errors (Fig. A.5- panel
4). This suggests that they might be powered by the same mech-
anism and emitted in the same regions.
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1 2

3 4

Fig. A.4. Comparison of the ISM velocity shift (in Km/s, referred to the systemic redshift) of the Si iv and Al iii absorption lines for those galaxies
in VANDELS where both features are detected with a S/N> 2.
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1 2

3 4

Fig. A.5. Comparison of the ISM velocity shift (in Km/s, referred to the systemic redshift) of the Si iv and Al iii absorption lines for those galaxies
in VANDELS where both features are detected with a S/N> 2.
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